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Introduction
The Research Accelerator for Multiple Processors (RAMP) is a multi-university
project to define and create the next generation of tools for computer architecture and
computer science research. RAMP seeks to leverage the high degree of parallelism and
density scaling afforded by modern FPGAs to emulate existing and simulate new highly
parallel computer systems. The first generation FPGA platform for the RAMP project
is the Berkeley Emulation Engine 2 (BEE2).
The BEE2 is an ideal target for RAMP as it provides a large amount of FPGA
fabric, DRAM memory, and high bandwidth I/O channels on one board. The BEE2
is also designed to operate efficiently and easily in multi-board clusters due to its large
amount of off-board, high speed serial I/O. The first large scale system to be built as
a demonstrator for RAMP is the RAMP Blue cluster. The original goal of RAMP
Blue is to build a cluster of simple processors capable of running off-the-shelf message
passing applications and scientific benchmarks. The processor nodes of the MPI cluster
are instantiated within the FPGAs of a cluster of BEE2 modules and all the nodes
communicate via a custom interconnect network. The original goal was to instantiate
1,024 nodes in a sixteen board cluster and the current system is currently half way to
that goal with 512 nodes on sixteen boards.
RAMP Blue is a demonstator system designed to move forward the development
of critical infrastructure needed to build future RAMP systems and to provide insight
into the particular problems and limits imposed by current hardware and programming
methodologies. The purpose of this report is to document the design and implementation of the RAMP Blue system and also to document the critical BEE2 infrastructure
that has been developed and used in RAMP Blue and other BEE2 applications. Chapter

5
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1 documents the gateware1 and software infrastructure developed for the BEE2. Chapter 2 describes of RAMP and the RAMP Blue architecture. Chapter 3 describes the
implementation and status of RAMP Blue. Finally the report concludes by discussing
future work to be done on RAMP Blue.

0.1

Contributions and Collaborators
The BEE2 and RAMP are two very large, inter-department and inter-university

projects that rely on the contributions of many different collaborators. The aim of this
report is to document a portion of the work done on both of these projects over the past
year and a half. Much of the work reported on here is the result of hard work and effort
by many individuals whose contributions must be noted.
BEE2 Infrastructure: Pierre-Yves Droz is responsible for the implementation of
the BEE2 module itself as well as the majority of the test suite, the low-level DDR2
controller, the dynamic interchip communication block, the XAUI and 10 GbE cores,
and in many other contributions to the BEE2 infrastructure. Yury Markovsky wrote
the initial version of the static inter-chip communication script. Hayden So designed
and implemented BORPH with help from Pierre-Yves Droz. Dan Burke designed the
BEE2 chassis and documented the BEE2 test procedure. Henry Chen maintains the
Simulink toolflow designed by Pierre-Yves and Chen Chang, and also created the BEE2
test procedure.
RAMP and RAMP Blue: Greg Gibeling designed and implemented the RDL
compiler and designed RDL and the RDF along with Krste Asanovic and other RAMP
principle investigators. Dave Patterson and his CS 252 class contributed to the initial brainstorming for RAMP Blue and produced several prototype projects including a
FPU, a trace logger, and an on-chip network. Pierre-Yves Droz implemented the muliport FPU block and Alex Krasnov wrote the modification to GCC. Alex Krasnov also
1

The term “gateware” refers to design files that instantiate hardware circuits within the FPGA. This
usually manifests itself as register transfer logic designs written a hardware description language such
as Verilog or VHDL. After gateware is processed it can be instantiated in the FPGA hardware fabric.
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ported UPC to uClinux with the help of Dan Bonachea, and setup the NAS parallel
benchmarks for uClinux. Alex has also taken over as the maintainer and developer of
RAMP Blue and is responsible for the continuing debugging the current system, adding
virtual channels to the on-chip network, writing the uClinux network driver, and many
more contributions. Jue Sun is currently porting RAMP Blue to RDL.
Author’s contributions: Outside the list of contributions provided by others, the
remainder of the report represents contributions made by the author of the report. The
main contributions include:
BEE2 infrastructure: The memory system gateware above the low-level controller, Linux support, bootstrapping and drivers, the SelectMAP infrastructure, the
static inter-chip communication block, and portions of the test suite.
RAMP and RAMP Blue: Contributions to the definition of the RAMP model
and RDF, the design of all of the RAMP Blue gateware and the architecture, implemenation of all of the RAMP Blue gateware except the shared floating point unit,
implementation of all of the drivers except the user network driver, and debugging the
majority of the current RAMP Blue system.

Chapter 1

BEE2 Infrastructure
1.1

Berkeley Emulation Engine 2
The BEE2 is the second generation multiple FPGA board designed and created

by the Berkeley Wireless Research Center. The first board, the BEE, was primarily
designed to be an emulator and test bed for circuit design [1]. The BEE2 was designed
with a broader range of applications in mind such as real-time signal processing, scientific
computing, and high performance reconfigurable computing [2]. This broader domain is
reflected in the BEE2’s architecture, which is shown in figure 1.1.
The BEE2 was designed to be at the leading edge of performance and density for
the FPGAs available at the time of its design. The board contains five Xilinx VirtexII Pro FPGAs with footprints capable of handling the largest parts available (70 and
100 series). The Virtex-II Pro 70 internally contains a large number of general purpose
reconfigurable logic (33,088 slices with a total of 66,176 4-LUTs and flip-flops), built in
multipliers (328 18x18 bit), large SRAM block RAMs (328 dual-ported 18 Kb SRAM),
highly configurable I/O pins, high-speed serial transceivers (20 MGT channels), and two
hard PowerPC cores with built-in L1 cache and a peak core clock of 400 MHz.
Each of the FPGAs has four independent 72-bit DDR2 banks, each capable of a
peak throughput of 3.4 GBps1 . Four of the FPGAs, known as the “user” FPGAs, are
connected together in a ring topology with a peak throughput of 5 GBps between each
1
Throughout the remainder of this report any unit with a capital “B” will be taken to mean bytes
(as in “Bps” = bytes per second) while a lower-case “b” will mean bits (as in “bps” = bits per second)
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Figure 1.1: BEE2 module general architecture (Courtesy of Pierre-Yves Droz).
pair of adjacent FPGAs. The fifth FPGA, known as the “control” FPGA, is connected
in a star topology with each of the user FPGAs with a peak throughput of 2.5 GBps.
Each user FPGA also has four sets of bonded multi-gigabit transceiver (MGTs) forming
four independent 10 Gbps high-speed serial I/O channels off-board, while the control
FPGA has two of the bonded channels. The bonded high-speed serial channels run to
CX4 connectors which allow Infiniband, 10 Gb Ethernet, or simple point-to-point XAUI
based connections over fiber or copper cables.
Finally, a robust set of peripherals including 10/100 Ethernet, CompactFlash, RS232
serial, DVI, USB, RTC, and voltage and temperature monitors are connected to the control FPGA to allow each board capable of booting a full Linux kernel, making the board
easily accessible on a normal network much like a standard PC.

1.2 BEE2 Core Software and Gateware

1.2
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BEE2 Core Software and Gateware
Although the architecture of the BEE2 aims to make the board useful in a variety

of contexts, the board is not very useful out of the box without a considerable amount
of software and gateware infrastructure. The BEE2 is able to leverage many of the
existing “IP cores” available for common peripherals such as Ethernet, RS232 serial,
and CompactFlash; however, there are several unique characteristics of the BEE2 that
necessitated the in-house development of custom gateware and software. The custom
development includes:
• Memory system for interfacing to DDR2 memory.
• User FPGA configuration hardware and drivers.
• FPGA to FPGA communication hardware and drivers.
• Integrated built-in self test suite.
Because the BEE2 is intended to be used as a reconfigurable research tool, most
of the infrastructure developed is not optimized for a particular application domain.
Rather, the goal is to provide solid reference designs to make the board readily useable by
other researchers and to give a starting point for customization of hardware to meet the
needs of a particular project. The following sections provide an in-depth documentation
of the set of key low-level infrastructure developed.

1.3

DDR2 Memory System
One of the most complicated, and most crucial, pieces of gateware infrastructure

developed for the BEE2 is the DDR2 memory controller and interface. Although there
were preexisting designs for DDR1 based memory controllers, at the time when the BEE2
was first produced there were no DDR2 memory controllers available for the Virtex-II
Pro. Additionally, the reference designs available for memory controllers were typically
tightly coupled to a particular bus interface that did not suit the needs of a widely
disparate group of BEE2 users. This necessitated the design and implementation of a
new memory system.

1.3 DDR2 Memory System
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Access to the raw DDR2 memory has been implemented through a set of interfaces
which build upon one another. Figure 1.2 displays an overview of how these interfaces
are related.
User Memory Interface

DDR2 Command Interface

DDR2 Interface

DIMM
User logic

Async
Command FIFOs
User Clock Domain

DDR2
Controller

200 MHz Clock Domain

Figure 1.2: Overview of BEE2 memory system.
At the lowest level is the actual DDR2 memory controller. Each DIMM has its own
independent DDR2 controller, each of which is heavily pipelined and supports simple
bank management. In front of the low-level DDR2 controller is the user memory interface. The user memory interface is a simple, common interface that user logic can use
to access memory. The interface is implemented as a set of asynchronous command and
data FIFOs, which provide command buffering and decouple the user clock domain from
the 200 MHz DDR2 controller clock domain. Finally, arbitrary user logic is implemented
in front of the user memory interface.

1.3.1

Low-level DDR2 Controller

The low-level DDR2 controller is the heart of the BEE2 memory system. The
controller is responsible for issuing commands to the DDR2 DIMMs and encapsulates the
complicated data pipeline and recapture logic necessary to send and receive data to and
from the DIMMs. Figure 1.3 gives an overview of the low-level controller architecture.
The controller is made up of several distinct components, some of which are BEE2
specific and some of which could be used in other designs. First are the IO pad blocks
which map the control and data pins and instantiate IOB registers when necessary.
Next are the read and write data paths and the controller. Finally there is a well
defined user interface and an infrastructure block which provides conditioned clocks and

1.3 DDR2 Memory System
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delay calibration information. Of these blocks the user interface and controller would

Control pads

be directly useful to systems other than the BEE2.

Write data path

DQ/DQS pads

User interface

Controller
state
machine

Clocks

Delay calibration

Read data path

Infrastructure

Figure 1.3: Overview of low-level DDR2 controller (Courtesy of Pierre-Yves Droz).
The initial development of the controller began with the Xilinx MIG0072 . The MIG
tool is intended to automatically generate a datapath, controller, and FPGA constraints
for interfacing to DRAM memory [3]. However, the MIG tool never officially supported
generating DDR2 controllers for the Virtex-II Pro series of FPGAs, so much of the
generated datapath required modification and little to none of the controller or FPGA
constraints were useful in the final controller.
Much of the difficulty in generating a DDR2 controller with the Virtex-II FPGAs lies
in the inability to delay and capture signals in the IOBs. This limitation has been fixed in
the Virtex-4 series and above by adding a series of dynamically selectable delay elements
2

MIG stands for Memory Interface Generator.
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in the IOB blocks[4]. In the Virtex-II FPGAs used in the BEE2, to properly capture
data coming from the DIMMs the data strobe signal (DQS) must be delayed through
a series of hand placed and locked LUTs and finally captured in a slice register outside
the IOB. This results both in increased resource utilization and a huge proliferation of
constraints, which are both awkward and slow the implementation tools. Figure 1.4
shows the basic read data path.
State Machine
Read

Rst_DQS out
Pad

DQS Clock Domain

User interface

Rst_DQS in
Pad

Positive edge
Retimer

Q

SET

D
DQ Pads

Q

CLR

Negative edge
Retimer
5 stages LUT delay
DQS Pads

Infrastructure
Delay calibration

Figure 1.4: DDR2 read data path (Courtesy of Pierre-Yves Droz).
The five LUTs of delay are LOCed to insure a consistent delay for all of the DQS
signals, and a common infrastructure block provides a calibration value to dynamically
select the delay to provide tolerance for temperature variation. The calibration circuit

1.3 DDR2 Memory System
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is shown in figure 1.53 . The goal of the delay is to delay the DQS signal by ninety
degrees so it is in phase with the data in the DQ signals. The delayed DQS acts as a
clock to capture the DQ data in a slice register. The data must then be recaptured by
a two asynchronous FIFOs which will realign the data to a clock known to the FPGA.
Additionally, the FPGA generates a signal that is sent along with the read command
that runs on a trace precisely matched to the round trip delay from FPGA to DIMM of
the command and DQS. This signal is used as a strobe to clock data into the retiming
FIFOs.
The write data path for the controller is much simpler and is shown in figure 1.6.
The data comes from the user interface and is sent directly to the DQ IOBs and clocked
out DDR based on the normal clock. The DQS signals are generated by the controller
and sent to the IOB where they are clocked out DDR based on the 180 shifted clock so
they align with the center of the corresponding DQ.
In addition to the complicated capture logic, the low-level controller also contains
the command state machine, which is responsible for issuing user commands, bank management, managing refresh, and initializing the DIMM. The control logic also performs
speculative issue and squash to limit the number of pipeline stages required for address
comparisons. The controller supports burst of four access which will return 288-bits
of data per read. The controller is fully pipelined and can sustain uninterrupted backto-back access as long as the row remains open and a refresh is not required. When
bursting the memory controller can sustain a throughput of 3.4 GBps. Table 1.1 gives
an outline of the basic characteristics of the low-level memory controller.
In keeping with the general rule of making broadly applicable gateware, the controller state machine provides very basic functionality with a minimal size. Figure 1.7
shows a schematic overview of the controller logic and its supported commands. All
commands are user driven, with the exception of refresh commands, and no command
re-ordering is done by the low-level controller. Simple bank management is performed
based on addresses, but other than that no specific optimizations are made. This design
is intentionally simple to ease the development and verification of the controller and to
3

The calibration circuit works by sampling a version of the clock passed through a replica of the five
LUT delay block by a DCM shifted clk90 and then accumulating the result. The feedback from the
accumulator selects the delay taps in the five LUT block and shifts the DCM until the clocks align (50%
accumulation).

1.3 DDR2 Memory System
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Delay
Selection

State Machine

5 stages LUT delay replica

D
Clk

SET

CLR

Q

Q

DCM

Figure 1.5: DDR2 delay calibration circuit (Courtesy of Pierre-Yves Droz).
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State Machine

clk90

DQ pads

DQS pads

clk90

User interface

Write

Figure 1.6: DDR2 write data path (Courtesy of Pierre-Yves Droz).
Controller Property
Maximum Frequency
Data Path Width
Supported Burst Modes
Managed Banks
Addressing alignment
Average read latency

200 MHz
72 bits
Burst of 4 words (burst of 2 with drop)
4 banks
128-bit aligned (wrap on row boundary)
6 cycles (row open), 14 cycles (row closed)

Table 1.1: Memory controller properties.
provide a broadly applicable core that is easy to place and route in most designs. To
date, this controller has been used in every BEE2 application that uses DRAM and has
worked well with designs that utilize a high percentage of the resources on the FPGA.
Each controller uses 1,723 slices (5%), 1,824 LUTs (2%), and 1,585 flip-flops (2%). When
bank management is turned off the resource utilization drops by a few dozen slices and
lessens the pressure on routing a great deal.
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Figure 1.7: DDR2 controller logic and commands (Courtesy of Pierre-Yves Droz).
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Low-level Memory Interface

The DDR2 controller provides a simple command interface intended to allow user
logic to interface with the physical memory with minimal overhead. The interface data
width is 144-bits (two bursts of 72-bits). For every read or write command, the interface will send or request two of these 144-bit bursts. There is an optional signal
user half burst, which will cause the controller to only send or request one burst, although this will result in loss of half the available memory bandwidth4 .
DDR2 Controller
Interface

user_input_data
user_byte_enable

[143:0]
[17:0]

user_write
user_get_data

user_output_data
[143:0]
user_read
user_data_valid

user_address

[31:0]

user_ready
user_half_burst

Figure 1.8: User interface to low-level DDR2 controller.
Although the controller has independent data paths for read and write data, the
controller can only issue one command at a time and thus acts as a serialization point.
However, the data path is heavily pipelined, and a new command can be issued every
4

The controller interaction with the DIMM is always a burst of four words. In half burst mode the
controller internally drops half the data. The mode is merely a convenience for user logic that can
tolerate the wasted bandwidth and prefers simpler interface logic.
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other cycle (at 200 MHz) if the controller is not in the refresh phase. Figure 1.8 describes
the signals that comprise the interface.
A memory transaction occurs in two phases at the low-level interface:
Phase 1: Address
• Read and write transactions: When user ready is high the user can assert
either user read or user write (but not both) along with a valid 32-bit address.
Note that although it is a 32-bit address, the lower 4-bits of the address will
be unused because the controller transfers data aligned on 128-bit boundaries
(actually it is 144-bits if you count the extra ECC storage bits). The transaction
is accepted on the rising edge that sees both user ready and user read or user write
asserted. Ready will always go low for at least one cycle after accepting an address.
An additional signal, user half burst is also sampled at issue time. If this signal
is high, it means that the controller will only accept or generate one 144-bit data
value. If it is low then it means the controller will accept or generate two 144-bit
data values.
Phase 2: Data
• Read transactions: Some time after (from 0 to n cycles) the completion of phase
one the controller will assert the signal user data valid. This signal corresponds
to valid data on the user output data bus. If the transaction is a half-burst transaction this signal will occur for only one cycle. If it is not a half-burst transaction
the signal will be asserted for two cycles; however, they will not necessarily be
back to back.
• Write transactions: Some time after (from 0 to n cycles) the completion of phase
one the controller will assert the signal user get data. During the cycle this signal
is asserted the user must have valid data and byte enables on the user input data
and user byte enable buses. If the transaction is a half-burst transaction this signal
will go high for only one cycle, and if not it will go high for two cycles, although
not necessarily back to back.
See appendix figures A.1 and A.2 for timing diagrams for the interface.
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Asynchronous Command FIFO and User Memory Interface

Although the low-level memory interface is rather simple, it does not provide any
buffering and it operates at 200 MHz, which is generally too fast for large synchronous
designs. The “user memory interface” addresses these issues. The signals in this interface
are described in Figure 1.9. The interface is comprised of roughly three components.
The command (Cmd) signals are involved with issuing a read or write command. The
write (Wr) signals carry data and byte enables for writes, and the read (Rd) signals
carry data and tag information from reads.
User Memory Interface
(Wide Data)

User Memory Interface
(Narrow Data)

Mem_Wr_Din
Mem_Wr_BE

Mem_Cmd_Address

Mem_Wr_Din
[143:0]
Mem_Wr_BE
[17:0]

Mem_Cmd_Address
[31:0]

Mem_Cmd_RNW

Mem_Cmd_RNW

Mem_Cmd_Valid

Mem_Cmd_Valid

Mem_Cmd_Tag

Mem_Cmd_Tag
[31:0]

[35:0]

[31:0]

[31:0]

Mem_Cmd_Ack

Mem_Cmd_Ack

Mem_Rd_Dout

Mem_Rd_Dout

[287:0]

[143:0]
Mem_Rd_Tag

[287:0]

Mem_Rd_Tag
[31:0]

Mem_Rd_Valid

Mem_Rd_Valid

Mem_Rd_Ack

Mem_Rd_Ack

[31:0]

Figure 1.9: User interface to command FIFO.
The interface is implemented with a block called the “asynchronous command
FIFO,” which has several different modes of operation set by two parameters:
• C WIDE DATA: This parameter sets the width of the data path presented to
the user. The two choices are a wide data path of 288-bits and a narrow data
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path of 144-bits. The wide data path takes advantage of the internal block RAM
muxes to create the 288-bits of data required or produced by the DDR2 controller
per transaction.
• C HALF BURST: This parameter sets whether the DDR2 controller signal
user half burst will be asserted or not. This parameter only has relevance when
operating in narrow data path mode. When using a narrow data path this means
that the user only needs to present or receive 144-bits per transaction, however it
comes at the cost of losing half of the memory bandwidth.
The asynchronous command FIFO core also gives the user the option of utilizing a
command tag FIFO that maintains a 32-bit tag corresponding to each read transaction.
Tags can make certain applications easier given the split phase operation of commands.
Just like the DDR2 controller, the asynchronous command FIFO block only allows
a single read or write command per cycle and no reordering of commands is done within
the block. This is an important point for consistency and coherence issues for multi-core
systems, as this means that this core acts as a synchronization point for all commands. It
is possible to augment this core to perform reordering and optimization, but the default
implementation maintains command ordering.
The signals of the user memory interface operate very similarly to the low-level
DDR2 controller:
Phase 1: Command Issue
To issue a command the user asserts Mem Cmd Valid and presents a valid address
on Mem Cmd Address. During the cycle in which the command is accepted, the core
asserts Mem Cmd Ack (this may be asserted during the first cycle Mem Cmd Valid is
asserted).
• Write transactions: If Mem Cmd RNW is low then the user should place valid
data and byte enables on Mem Wr Din and Mem Wr BE. When the command
has been acknowledged the write is accepted and no further action is required.
• Read transactions: If Mem Cmd RNW is high then the user should place an
optional tag on the Mem Cmd Tag bus.
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Phase 2: Data Read
When the read data has returned from the controller the controller asserts Mem Rd Valid
and the Mem Rd Dout and Mem Rd Tag buses will be valid. The user can acknowledge
the data at any time by asserting Mem Rd Ack for a single cycle.
• Special Case: Narrow data mode and full burst mode. The only case
where the description above differs is when the core has been configured with
C WIDE DATA=0 and C HALF BURST=0. This case corresponds to utilizing
the full bandwidth of the DDR2 controller, but without using the internal block
RAM muxes. In this case the user is required to issue two commands for a write
and will need to acknowledge two read data values for a read.
• Write transactions: Both commands are issued as above, however, the second
command’s address is ignored and is implicitly taken as the address of command
one plus 16 bytes, and therefore the supplied data must correspond to this address.
• Read transactions: The second data value returned will correspond to the data
found at the address of command one plus 16 bytes. The tag returned will be the
same as the tag sent with the command.

1.3.4

Multi-port Access to each DIMM

The final piece of the basic memory system is the multi-port access switch. The
switch gives users the same “user memory interface” that is available at the asynchronous
command FIFO block; however, this unit exports n copies of this interface so that
different user logic can share the same physical DIMM. Each port is arbitrated with a
simple round-robin, priority scheme. Users can easily change the arbitration policy by
replacing a module in the switch. Figure 1.10 shows an example of how the multi-port
switch can be used in an application.
Again, like most of the other infrastructure blocks, very little in the way of optimizations have been included in this block. There is, however, one simple optimization
that is necessary for certain types of applications to work properly. The multi-port
switch has a parameter that allows the user to turn on “burst windows” in the arbitration scheme. This sets a window, or number of cycles, during which the arbiter will
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Figure 1.10: Multi-port memory controller example.
continue to arbitrate for the selected port while it maintains its request. Allowing the
user blocks to burst is essential to maintain performance for many applications so it is
included in the multi-port block.

1.3.5

Example Memory User Blocks

Figure 1.10 shows the use of two other reference blocks that have been created. The
first is the “PLB attachment” block, which allows one of the hard PowerPC cores to be
connected to the memory system. This block uses the Xilinx IPIF generator [5] and
simply adapts the PLB signals to the user memory interface. This block supports all of
the transfer modes supported by the IPIF including bursts and cacheline transactions.
The second block is the DVI framebuffer. Having the framebuffer share the same
DIMM as the PowerPC is essential to enable an operating system like Linux to utilize
the framebuffer. The framebuffer block is a rather simple block that can take parameters
from the OPB bus, such as the base address, and then pull data from the DRAM as it
writes to the physical DVI output. A Linux driver for the framebuffer is included in the
BEE2 kernel tree.

1.4

Bootstrapping and Configuration
The BEE2 is designed with different roles for the control FPGA and the four user

FPGAs. The control FPGA is the only one connected to external peripherals such as
RS232 serial, Ethernet, USB, and CompactFlash. The control FPGA is also connected
to the SelectMAP pins on each of the user FPGAs, giving it the ability to configure and
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read back the status of each of the user FPGAs. Although JTAG chains are available
for external configuration via programming cables, the BEE2 is designed to make it easy
to configure and manage the user FPGAs from the control FPGA.

1.4.1

Bootstrapping the Control FPGA

To make the BEE2 more user friendly and self sustaining, the control FPGA takes
advantage of the embedded hard PowerPC cores to boot an off-the-shelf version of
Debian GNU/Linux. Booting Linux on the control FPGA enables users to interact with
the board as if it were a normal PC and leverages the wide range of preexisting software
and drivers. The standard Linux distribution for the BEE2 is Debian GNU/Linux,
due to its easy package installation mechanism; however, any other distribution with a
PowerPC port is suitable (groups using Virtex-II Pro based boards at other universities
have booted YellowDog Linux and other distributions as well [6]).
The control FPGA takes its bitstream and kernel image from a CompactFlash card
that is controlled by the Xilinx SystemACE chip [7]. The SystemACE automatically
configures the control FPGA when reset and loads an ELF binary associated with the
bitstream into DRAM (using the JTAG to control the PowerPC and make it perform
writes to DRAM). When Linux is booted, the ELF that is a small bootloader shell that is
wrapped around the kernel image and an optional compressed RAMFS filesystem. Once
the kernel is loaded, a root filesystem can either be mounted from a separate partition
on the CompactFlash card, or it can be loaded via an NFS mount from the network.

1.4.2

Programming the User FPGAs

The user FPGAs are programmed via the SelectMAP interface [8]. SelectMAP is a
simple eight bit bus that allows the loading and read back of 32-bit configuration space
registers within the FPGA. The standard Xilinx bitfile format corresponds to a stream
of 32-bit values that properly configure and initialize a FPGA. In addition, after the
design is loaded into the FPGA, the data and control pins that make up the SelectMAP
interface can be re-used as general purpose I/O within the design. This means that after
configuration, the SelectMAP interface can operate as a general purpose data bus with
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a maximum throughput of 400 Mbps5 .
In order to make programming easy and to reuse the extra I/O channel provided by
the SelectMAP pins, gateware connect the channel to the PowerPC cores on both the
control and user FPGAs. A Linux device driver provides a convenient device abstraction
within the operating system, making it easy to control configuration and the resulting
data channel.
On the control FPGA side, a block called the “OPB SelectMAP” block connects the
embedded PowerPC to a small SelectMAP controller, which performs individual byte
transfers. This core has two distinct modes, one for configuring the FPGA and one for
doing general purpose transfers once the FPGA is configured. The reason for the two
modes is that the timing across the link changes slightly between the two cases. The
core also exposes the SelectMAP programming signals PROG B, INIT B, and DONE.
These allow the PowerPC to trigger a reset of the user FPGA and determine when
programming has succeeded. The OPB SelectMAP block has the following memory
mapped interface:
Register Name
User FPGA1 Data
User FPGA1 Control
User FPGA2 Data
User FPGA2 Control
User FPGA3 Data
User FPGA3 Control
User FPGA4 Data
User FPGA4 Control

OPB Address
BASE + 0x0
BASE + 0x4
BASE + 0x8
BASE + 0xC
BASE + 0x10
BASE + 0x14
BASE + 0x18
BASE + 0x1C

Access
Read/Write
Read/Write
Read/Write
Read/Write
Read/Write
Read/Write
Read/Write
Read/Write

The control register holds information about the state of the FIFOs and provides
access to the SelectMAP programming pins. Tables 1.2 and 1.3 describe the bit layout
of each register. In the control register the WFC field gives the number of empty spaces
available in the write FIFO and the RFC gives the number of full spaces in the read
FIFO. The IRQ bit holds the state of the interrupt line.
The basic Linux device drivers for the OPB SelectMAP block provide a very sim5
The SelectMAP traces are designed to have a maximum data rate of 50 Mbps/wire so the total
throughput is 8-bits * 50 Mbps
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0..3
None

4
MODE

5
PROG B

6
INIT B

7
DONE
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8......15
RFC

16......23
WFC

24.....30
None

31
IRQ

Table 1.2: SelectMAP control register.
0......7
Data

8......................31
N/A

Table 1.3: SelectMAP data register.
ple way for the user to interact with the SelectMAP to program each user FPGA.
The data register is mapped to four character devices /dev/selectmap[1-4] which can
be written to just as any normal file. The driver also exports several proc entries
/proc/fpga/selectmap[1-4] which give the status of the programming signals and allow
the user to toggle PROG B and change the programming mode6 . Given this simple interface, a user FPGA can be programmed simply by first toggling the PROG B bit and
then dumping the programming bitfile into the desired character device. For example,
here is a simple script used to program a user FPGA:
# Reset the chip
echo 00000000 > /proc/fpga/selectmap$1

# Set configure mode
echo 07000000 > /proc/fpga/selectmap$1

# Send bitfile
cat $2 > /dev/selectmap$1

# Show the status
echo "FPGA status..."
cat /proc/fpga/selectmap$1
6

Asserting the PROG B pin will cause the user FPGA to deprogram and prepare it for reprogramming.
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Bit
0-3
4

Name
None
Mode select (MODE)

Reset Value
N/A
0 (Configure mode)

5

Program reset (PROG B)

Depends on user FPGA state

6

Init/interrupt pin (INIT B)

Depends on user FPGA state

7

Done pin (DONE)

Depends on user FPGA state

Description
N/A
Mode selection (0 =
configuration,
1 =
FIFO).
PROG pin of user
FPGA, when asserted
the user FPGA is
deprogrammed.
Init pin of user FPGA,
also doubles as interrupt signal in FIFO
mode.
Done pin of user FPGA,
goes high when the
FPGA is programmed,
and low when deprogrammed.

Table 1.4: SelectMAP control register description.

1.4.3

Reusing the SelectMAP Channel

Since the majority of the SelectMAP pins7 can be reused as general purpose I/O in
a design, the SelectMAP interface doubles as a low speed general purpose I/O channel
between the control and user FPGAs. To take advantage of this channel, the user FPGA
design must instantiate the “User SelectMAP FIFO” block. This block places two small
128 word FIFOs and a SelectMAP controller on the SelectMAP pins. The block also
provides an OPB attachment so that this channel can be used by the embedded PowerPC
on the user FPGA. Figure 1.11 shows how the two cores are connected.
To take advantage of the channel on the control FPGA side, the user simply needs
to inform the Linux driver that it should operate in “FIFO mode” by writing to the
/proc/fpga/selectmap[1-4] file. From then on, any bytes written to the /dev/selectmap[14] file will be transmitted to the user FPGA and reads will get bytes transmitted from
the user FPGA.
7

All pins except for PROG B, DONE, and BUSY can be reused as general purpose I/O.
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Figure 1.11: Overview of SelectMAP cores.
The link created over this channel is completely interrupt driven on both sides.
When changing modes, the INIT B pin changes from its normal SelectMAP behavior
to interrupt the control FPGA when the user FIFO has data to be read from its buffer.
On the user side, a local interrupt is generated when the buffer from the control FPGA
has data placed in it. The block can be configured to cause an interrupt if the read
FIFO occupancy goes above a threshold and is reset by reading values out of the FIFO.
There is no flow control on the link, so buggy hardware on the user FPGA can cause
excessive interrupts, which can have a major impact on performance in the control
FPGA PowerPC.
Because all of the buffering is done on the user FPGA side, all transactions across the
link are initiated by the control FPGA. The OPB SelectMAP hardware automatically
queries the number of bytes of data in both the send and receive FIFOs and presents this
information to the device driver. The device driver on the control FPGA side pushes
and pulls data across the link based on these counts. From the perspective of a user
writing software to take advantage of this link, it behaves very much like a normal FIFO
or pipe, and the same semantics apply.
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Intra-board FPGA to FPGA Communication
High bandwidth, high speed communication is at the core of the BEE2 architecture.

As Figure 1.1 shows, each FPGA has a great deal of communication bandwidth with
other FPGAs on the board. At the physical level this intra-board communication is
implemented through simple buses of wires connected to the FPGA IOBs. The traces
were designed to communicate via single ended, low-voltage CMOS signals at 2.5 volts
(LVCMOS25). Design of the physical traces places the upper bound of reliable communication on these traces at 400 Mbps/wire. The star topology from the control FPGA
to the user FPGAs has 64 traces per FPGA giving it a maximum throughput of 3.125
GBps on each bus. The buses connecting the ring of user FPGAs each have 138 traces,
giving each bus a maximum throughput of 6.74 GBps.
Board Synchronous vs. Source Synchronous Communication
To make these high-speed, high-bandwidth links useful to designs running in the
FPGAs it is necessary to provide some form of capture and transmit logic in the FPGA.
The simplest form of logic is to simply use registers in the IOBs to capture and transmit
the data directly onto the pins. Synchronizing the capture clock to the sender clock
between FPGAs is easy because all FPGAs derive their clock from the same source on
the board. Deskewing the clocks in each FPGA with a DCM is enough to synchronize
each FPGAs internal clock. However, from experimentation with the board, it was
determined that bit rates above 300 Mbps are unable to be reliably sustained with
simple board level synchronization. Looking at “eye diagrams” for the traces showed
that the width of the eye seen at the receiver is smaller than the maximum clock skew
observed between FPGAs, and thus a more complicated form of capture is required for
higher bit rates.
An alternative to the simple board synchronous capture is to do source synchronous
capturing on the receiver side. Rather than using a single board level clock, the sender
clock is sent along with the data over some of the traces. This source clock is used to
do the initial capture of the data on the receiver side and the data is then re-sampled to
be aligned with the receiver clock. With this method of transmission, data can be sent
at the full bit rate of 400 Mbps. However, the downside of this approach is increased
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complexity and resource utilization and a reduction in the number of traces used for
data.
To date, the only method of transmission implemented is the basic board synchronous method. There has not been an application that has required the full data
rate and the complexity of implementing the source synchronous scheme is rather high
due to peculiarities in the way the Virtex-II Pro allows signals to be routed8 . Additionally, the high number of bits to be captured and the fact that some traces do not have
the same length (see next section) require several clocks to be sent with the data, further
reducing the number of data pins. Initial work has been done on an implementation of
source synchronous communication, but it has not been fully implemented.
Static Inter-chip Communication Block
Implementing board synchronous communication between FPGAs is not as simple
as it initially seems. The basic problem is to select the correct phase of the capture
clock on the receiver side to be as close as possible to the center of the eye for each
cycle. Selecting the correct clock for each data bit is made more difficult by the fact
that the interchip data buses on the BEE2 are not all the same length and some buses
have vastly different length traces in the same bus. Figure 1.12 shows how the buses are
broken down and the approximate physical location of the buses.
As the figure shows, the buses making up the outer ring have different lengths, and
the buses forming the star have very different length traces within the same bus. A
special core properly selects the capture clock for each data bit by computing the delay
from each sender to each receiver and then selects the clock phase closest to the center
of the eye. The script takes into account board trace delay, IOB buffer delay, and even
bonding wire delay in the package when it computes the overall delay. Once a capture
clock is selected, the core instantiates the proper capture, and potentially recapture,
logic for each data bit.
The core takes parameters that define which pair of FPGAs the bus is going to
8

The basic problem is that on the banks that are assigned to the LVCMOS communication pins the
Virtex-II does not have fast routing for signals coming in from one IOB to other IOBs in the bank.
Having a very fast fan out of the source synchronous clock to the other capture registers is the most
critical part and to get it right requires a great deal of hand LOCing of routing, which is no picnic with
Xilinx FPGAs.
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Figure 1.12: Physical location and bundling of inter-FPGA communication (Courtesy
of Pierre-Yves Droz).
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and from, how many bits are in each direction, the speed of the clock, and whether
single data rate or double data rate registers are desired. The output of this block
gives the user an opaque input and output bus that is properly connected to the correct
IOBs with the correct capture logic. From the user’s perspective, data going into the
interchip block will come out on the other side with some fixed delay that is reported by
the implementation tools. The total delay is dependent on the clock rate and whether
or not DDR registers are requested. Most clock frequencies will result in a two cycle
delay and higher frequencies can result in three cycles.
Currently the block is capable or running at speeds up to 150 MHz DDR (a total
data rate of 300 Mbps per wire), but above that rate the data capture eye is too small
to reliably capture on all traces.
Dynamic Inter-chip Communication Block
A newer core has also been provided which provides board synchronous communication that does not require the capture clock phase to be determined at compile time.
The new core adds a simple synchronization phase that locks the sender and receiver
onto a common LFSR and XORs all of the data with the LFSR value at each clock
cycle. The synchronization phase determines the correct capture clock for each trace.
This new block is more robust and easier to use, but is utilizes slightly more resources
and requires the application to be aware of the synchronization phase. Additionally this
block does not use DDR registers so has a maximum throughput of 256 Mbps per trace.

1.6

Inter-board High-Speed Serial Communication
The BEE2 was designed to operate smoothly in clusters of multiple BEE2 modules.

An important part of the system is the high-speed serial communication. The highspeed serial channels are formed by bonding together four of the Xilinx Multi-Gigabit
Transciever (MGT) channels to form an 8 Gbps to 10 Gbps full-duplex communication
channel [9]. These channels are carried off board by standard CX4 connectors, which
can use either copper or fiber optic cables as the transmission medium.
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XAUI Interface Block

XAUI (10 Gb Attachment Unit Interface) is a standard network access layer (layer
1 or physical layer). XAUI is a point-to-point communication protocol using four differential lanes running at 3.125 Gbps each and transmitting 8b/10b encoded data to reach
a total data rate of 10 Gbps. The clock is not sent explicitly and has to be recovered
from the data by the receiving side. The receiver also has to realign the data coming
from the four data lanes (channel bonding) and compensate for the drift between the
receiver and sender clock (elastic buffering). Xilinx provides a XAUI IP core, which
implements all those functions in 1000 slices of FPGA logic [10].
MGT Clock Domain 156.25 Mhz
MGT
Elastic buffers
Preemphasis
Clock and data
recovery
UCB XAUI core
MGT
Link management

Elastic buffers
Preemphasis

User interface

Xilinx XAUI core
Asynchronous
Buffering

Backpressure
control
Out Of Band /
In Band Mixing

Lane synchronization
Packetization
Data realign

Clock and data
recovery

Clock realignment
8b/10b encoding

MGT

Comma detection

Elastic buffers
Preemphasis
Clock and data
recovery

XAUI Clocks

Preemphasis
Clock and data
recovery

MGT Clocks

XAUI Clocks

MGT
Elastic buffers

Infrastructure

Figure 1.13: XAUI core architecture (Courtesy of Pierre-Yves Droz).
Figure 1.13 shows the architecture of the BEE2 XAUI core. The core is composed
of several distinct elements. First, at the lowest level are the MGTs that are part of
the Virtex-II Pro FPGA. Each XAUI core uses four of these MGT channels bonded to-
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gether. Next is the Xilinx provided XAUI core. The XAUI core synchronization, coding,
alignment, and other low-level features you would expect from a communication PHY.
Next is the BEE2 XAUI core which is analagous to a very simple communication MAC,
providing a well defined user interface, packetization, back pressure, link management,
buffering, and user clock decoupling. Finally, there is a shared XAUI infrastructure
block which provides the necessary clocks for each block.
While other simpler schemes exist, such as the Xilinx Aurora protocol [11], XAUI
was chosen because it provides a path to providing 10 Gb Ethernet and the use of offthe-shelf 10 GbE switches. A block created for the BEE2 provides additional buffering,
clock decoupling, and a simple user interface on top of the Xilinx XAUI core. Figure
1.14 shows the signals provided by this interface.
The internal XAUI block takes or provides 64-bits of data and 8-bits of optional
control per cycle to the internal FIFOs. The user block can take data in widths of either
64/8 or 32/4 depending on what is more convenient to the user9 . Internally the Xilinx
XAUI core is consuming or producing 64-bits of data with a 156 MHz clock. If the user
design is running faster than the internal XAUI clock it may be advantageous to use
the narrow data mode. The control bits are received aligned to the data word they were
sent with, but control bits are implemented by using specific “comma” values and thus
should not change frequently. If the control bits change frequently, the effective data
bandwidth of the link will be diminished.
The operation of the interface is fairly straight forward. For transmit, every user
cycle that tx full is low, the user can provide data, control and assert tx valid to push
the data into the transmit FIFO. On the receive side any user cycle that rx empty is low,
the user may assert rx ack to pull the next word of data and control out of the FIFO.
The signals tx empty slots and rx full slots give the number of spaces in each FIFO and
the extra signals linkdown and data lost signify the state of the link and whether data
has been dropped due to a link state change.
During normal operation, the user XAUI block guarantees that data will not be
lost on the link, but when the link changes (for example due to a cable being pulled
out) any data in flight could be lost and the core will signal on the data lost signal. No
9

This “demux” mode uses the internal MUX of the block RAM so there is no resource penalty for
taking one mode over the other.
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Figure 1.14: User interface to XAUI.
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error correction is performed by the block; that is left to the MAC or user logic, which
utilizes the core. However, in lab testing the bit error rate over a stable link is less than
10−16 bps.

1.6.2

Minimal 10 Gb Ethernet Core

In addition to the basic user XAUI interface, a minimal 10 Gb Ethernet MAC core
has also been created to allow data to be transmitted through off-the-shelf 10 GbE
switches. To provide minimal resource usage, the core does not implement the full
802.3ae state machines, but does enough to have packets properly transported by standard switches. The core has been tested with a variety of switches including switches
from Fujitsu, HP, and Myricom. Figure 1.15 shows the basic architecture of the core.
At the lowest level it is the same as the basic BEE2 XAUI core, using four MGTs and
the Xilinx XAUI PHY core. On top of the PHY it is possible to instantiate several different 802.3ae MAC alternatives, and on top of that the core provides a simple UDP/IP
communication layer with ports to the fabric and to a PowerPC.
The Internetworking layer (layer 2 or MAC layer) is in charge of dividing the continuous flow of symbols from the physical layer into packets. It also generates and checks
the CRCs at the end of each packet and makes sure that the packet meets the 802.3
requirements such as minimum/maximum size, valid VLAN tagging, etc. Due to the
very high data rate, the CRC computation requires a lot of logic running in parallel (64
bits of data have to be added to the CRC each cycle), and it represents most of the
slice usage of the core. Previously, there were two choices for 10 GbE MAC cores for
the Virtex-II Pro:
1. Xilinx provides a core that has been certified compliant to 802.3ae by IEEE, but
it requires 5000 FPGA slices and is sold at a list price of $70,000.
2. Open Cores (www.opencores.org) has a pin-to-pin equivalent of the Xilinx core.
It requires the same amount of logic, but it is free of charge.
Many BEE2 applications use a 10 GbE core but do not want to waste the resources
required for a fully compliant MAC. To address this issue the BEE2 10 GbE MAC core
is very light weight and only implements a small subset of the Xilinx MAC features.
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Figure 1.15: 10 GbE core architecture (Courtesy of Pierre-Yves Droz).
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The core generates the CRC on transmit, but it does not check the CRC on receive, and
it requires only 1000 slices.
Communication between the gateware on different FPGAs is implemented using the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP); however, establishing a UDP link through a switched
network requires implementation of other protocols such as DHCP (IP address assignment), ARP (MAC/IP resolution), DNS (host name resolution), and ICMP (ping). All
of these protocols would require complicated hardware but do not need to run at a
very high speed, therefore they are implemented in software on the PowerPC processor.
When the FPGA receives a packet, the packet goes through a UDP filter. If the packet
is UDP, has the right destination MAC, the right destination IP, and the right destination port, then its header is stripped and its payload is stored into the packet FIFO of
the application gateware. If the UDP filter does not get triggered, then the packet is
sent as-is to the packet FIFO of the processor, and is processed by software. When the
application gateware places a packet into its transmit packet FIFO, a MAC/IP/UDP
header with the correct MAC addresses, checksums, and payload size is appended to
it and the packet is sent to the XAUI layer. To allow the UDP packetizer to resolve
destination IP addresses into MAC addresses, the software maintains at an ARP cache
in a block RAM shared between software and hardware. The interface provided to the
fabric is shown in figure 1.16.

1.7

BEE2 Self Test Suite
One of the first critical pieces of software infrastructure required by the BEE2 was

the self test suite (STS). Previous reports on the BEE2 have discussed the earliest phases
of testing for the BEE2, which resulted in the software interface that evolved in the more
mature STS [12]. The STS is currently used to validate all new BEE2 boards that are
produced to make sure that there are no manufacturing or part defects. The suite is
also used in long term stress testing of the BEE2 boards. Software tests run from the
PowerPC hard cores are to slow to adequately stress the FPGA fabric and key systems
such as the DDR2, so the hardware tests found in the STS are crucial for “burning in”
new boards.
The test suite consists of two hardware bitstreams, one for the control FPGA and
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Figure 1.16: 10 GbE core interface for FPGA fabric (Courtesy of Pierre-Yves Droz).
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one that runs on each of the user FPGAs. The PowerPCs are used in both bitstreams
for control purposes; however, most of the subsystem tests are performed by gateware
in the FPGA fabric. The gateware testers are simply VHDL/Verilog modules that
drive the I/O and connect to the PowerPC to return error and status information to
the test suite. The test is loaded either via JTAG or more commonly via the SystemACE/CompactFlash interface. The control FPGA runs code out of the FPGA block
RAM which provides a small Unix like command prompt on the RS232 serial port and
the DVI port. From this interface the user can load the test bitstreams to the user
FPGAs and interactively test the different subsystems. The following subsystems have
specialized tests:
• DDR2 DRAM memory.
• Off-board high-speed serial links.
• On-board high-speed inter-FPGA links.
• User FPGA configuration.
• Peripherals: IIC, voltage monitoring, RTC, SystemACE/CompactFlash, DVI,
Ethernet.

1.7.1

DDR2 DRAM Tester

Perhaps the most important, and largest, test in the STS is the DDR2 memory
tester. Due to the extremely large bandwidth provided by the four independent DIMMs
per FPGA, a gateware test is required to fully test the DRAM. Each DIMM has its own
gateware tester which has several modes of operation. The testers can be programmed
to generate various address and data patterns, and report back the number of errors and
an XOR of the latest error (which is useful for detecting stuck bits and other systematic
errors).
The memory test provides the following address and data patterns:
• Random data (generated with LFSR) or cross-talk pattern (alternating 0’s and
1’s).
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• Full random address (generated with LFSR).
• Short burst address (short burst with random jump at end).
• Long burst address (long burst with random jump at end).
• Alternating reads and writes of entire address space.
During burn-in testing, the alternating reads and writes with random data produces
the most stress on the memory system and causes the board to draw the most current.
With this test running on all twenty DIMMs simultaneously the board draws 80 A at 5
V.

1.7.2

Interchip Communication Tester

To test for errors on the interchip communication buses a simple loopback test is
performed between each pair of FPGAs. On each side of a particular bus each tester
allocates half of the pins for sending and half for receiving. One FPGA on the bus is
designated as the sender and generates random test patterns with an LFSR and sends
the data across its outgoing pins. The FPGA on the other side receives the data and
loops it back over its outgoing pins to the sender. The sender compares the incoming
data with the generated data and reports to the tester the number of errors and an XOR
of any error.

1.7.3

High-speed Serial Communication Tester

The high-speed serial transceivers on the BEE2 can take one of two reference clocks
that are on the board. When the channels are bonded together this results in a channel
with an overall throughput of 8 Gbps or 10 Gbps depending on the reference clock used.
Although most applications end up using the faster clock, the tester must test both
of these modes to determine that the reference clocks are functioning correctly. The
gateware tester is able to switch between both clocks dynamically and thereby test both
modes.
The gateware tester is very similar to the interchip communication tester in that it
generates random data with an LFSR that is sent in a loopback and compared. To test
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all of the ports on a BEE2 board all of the CX4 ports must be connected to another
port to establish the test connection, or the test can be run iteratively by changing the
cable to test a pair of connectors at each step.

1.7.4

Peripheral Testing

The remainder of the peripherals are tested primarily by test code run from the
embedded PowerPC. None of the remaining peripherals require a complex hardware
tester, so a variety of simple software tests suffice to determine basic functionality.
Unfortunately, the complexity of these peripherals are often to great to full test
with the basic test suite which has let some issues go undetected for some time. For
example, one board which passed the test suite had problems with its Ethernet PHY
which manifested as random errors and periodic slow communication when running
Linux. Further inspection of this problem determined that there were bridged pins on
the PHY which were resulting in the strange behavior. While it would be preferable to
have the test suite fully exercise these peripherals, the required test code is too large to
fit in the control FPGAs internal block RAM. Fortunately, there is test code available
externally that can be run in Linux that are better suited to the task.

1.7.5

Gateware Tester Resource Utilization

The gateware testers for the test suite are fairly complicated and take up a good
deal of space on the FPGA. This is partly due to the complexity of the testers, and also
due to the fact that they are not space optimized since they will not be used in ordinary
user designs. Table 1.5 gives an overview of the gateware tester utilization.
Tester
DDR2 Memory
Inter-chip LVCMOS
MGTs (XAUI)

Num. in suite
4
2
4

Slices/tester
1,669 (5%)
747 (2%)
1,524 (5%)

LUTs/tester
3,012 (4%)
1,075 (1%)
1,554 (2%)

Flip-flops/tester
1,718 (5%)
1,027 (1%)
1,507 (2%)

Table 1.5: BEE2 gateware tester resource utilization.
The gateware testers are able to thoroughly exercise the main BEE2 subsystems in
a very short amount of time. The DDR2 tester running it its slowest mode, random
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access, is able to complete a complete 32-bit LFSR of the address space in just over
a second. When doing a bursting test, a single FPGA can transfer over a terabyte in
just over a minute. Similarly the inter-chip and XAUI testers are able to transfer and
test gigabytes of data every second. During validation of a board the tests are usually
run for several minutes to allow the board to warm up. If the error rate is acceptably
low after several minutes, it is usually enough to consider the board working. Burn-in
tests using the gateware testers can run for several hours, but one must make sure that
proper airflow is maintained as the DC/DC converters can get very hot when running
the full test suite.

Chapter 2

RAMP Blue Design and
Architecture
RAMP Blue is one of three initial projects designed to rapidly push forward the
state of RAMP and learn lessons about how to implement real world designs within
RAMP. The three projects, known as RAMP Red, RAMP Blue, and RAMP White
cover three distinct areas of intrest in emulation of multi-processor systems [13].
RAMP Red, completed by a team at Stanford, involves a port of an existing transactional cache coherence testbed to the BEE2 platform [14]. RAMP Red took advantage
of the existing hard PowerPC cores available in the on-board Virtex-II Pro FPGAs and
is intended to demonstrate the first RAMP-like system running on the BEE2.
RAMP Blue is an effort to build a message passing multi-processor system out of
soft CPU cores instantiated within the FPGA fabric. The goal of RAMP Blue is to
build a 1,024 processor system on a cluster of sixteen BEE2 modules using existing
design tools and methodology which is capable of running off the shelf message passing
software and scientific benchmarks. RAMP Blue is intended to demonstrate the first
large, multi-board system on the BEE2 and experiment with limits on the number of
soft cores which can be programmed usefully on the BEE2 platform.
Finally, RAMP White is an effort to build a multi-core, cache coherent architecture
on a cluster of BEE2 modules using a new processing core and the design tools developed
for the RAMP project. RAMP White is intended to be the first full RAMP design to
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demonstrate large scale, massively parallel system.
The remainder of this chapter first gives an overview and more in depth discussion
of the elements that comprise RAMP, followed by documentation of the design and
architecture of the RAMP Blue system.

2.1

RAMP Overview
Increasingly the trend in computer architecture research and development is towards

architectures with increased thread-level parallelism (TLP) achieved by increasing the
number of hardware execution contexts per system. This trend has resulted in architectures first with multiple processors on a board to new processors with multiple cores
on die [15]. With this increased parallelism comes increased problems for computer
architecture researchers and designers.
Simulation has long been the mainstay of architecture researchers seeking to quantify the impact of architectural decisions and provide a test bed for future architectures.
The current generation of simulation systems, such as SimpleScalar, M5, and Asim
[16, 17, 18] are software based and generally geared towards simulating just a few complex processing cores. In anticipation of future architectures with many processing cores
on a single die, new tools for architectural exploration are needed.
The Research Accelerator for Multiple Processors, or RAMP, project was launched
to build the next generation in simulation and architectural evaluation for systems with
very high degrees of TLP. The key observation embedded in RAMP is that relatively
cheap, large FPGAs are currently available which provide the opportunity to express
a high degree of parallelism and have capacity that scale along with Moores law [19].
RAMP seeks to provide a set of standards and initial implementations of common infrastructure necessary to create architectural emulation and simulation capable of seamlessly
running on heterogeneous PC/FPGA environments.
There are two main elements that currently make up RAMP. The first is the RAMP
Design Framework (RDF), this defines the basic model to which a RAMP design must
conform and defines the basic interfaces for communication, timing, and debugging.
The second is the RAMP Description Language (RDL) which is a language for defining
elements conforming to the RDF and a compiler for automatically generating shell code
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for a variety of execution platforms. This section is intended to give a basic overview
of these two elements as they relate to the RAMP Blue project, for a more detailed
discussion, refer to the RAMP architecture technical report [20].

2.1.1

RAMP Design Framework

RAMP is intended to enable the quick design and implementation of a system to
be emulated, and to produce an execution environment to allow this implementation to
run seamlessly on a heterogeneous set of execution platforms such as a traditional workstation and specialized FPGA boards such as the BEE2. The RDF makes a distinction
between the two domains in which RAMP is concerned. First, the target system is
the system which is being implemented and emulated within RAMP. Second, the host
system is the set of execution platforms (ie. a workstation or BEE2 module) which
will be executing the emulation. Therefore a RAMP design specifies the operation of
the target system while the RAMP design is run on the host system [20, 13].
Target System Model
The operation of a target system is specified in terms of units with well defined
ports connected together via uni-directional, point-to-point channels. Units can be
thought of as a black box where the designer specifies the input and output interfaces
(or ports) and specifies the internal operation of the unit. Each output port can be
connected to an input port of another unit via a channel, and channels carry well defined
messages between the ports. Figure 2.1 shows a high level view of the components of a
target system model.

Figure 2.1: RAMP units and channels (Courtesy of Greg Gibeling).
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Target Time and the Unit Model
When a designer of a unit defines the functionality of the unit, it must be defined
in terms of a “target system cycle”. A target system cycle is one abstract unit of time in
which the unit can take zero or one values from each of its input ports and insert zero
or one values into each of its output ports. From the unit’s perspective, the beginning
of a target cycle is communicated to the unit by a signal from the RAMP environment
and ends when the unit signals the RAMP environment it is done for that cycle. During
each cycle an input port may or may not have a value to consume and the output port
may or may not have space for a new value to be inserted. Even if an input port has
a value or the output port has space for a value, the unit does not need to act on that
value each cycle. Depending on the size and complexity of the system being modeled
within RAMP, the size of a unit could vary from as small as an individual logic element
to as large as an entire processor core, cache, or memory system. For most of the multiprocessor system that RAMP intends to emulate larger units on the order of tens of
thousands of gates are be expected.
Channel Model
Channels are uni-directional, point-to-point connections between unit input and
output ports. Channels have three parameters that can be varied to change the behavior
of a system. These parameters include the latency through the channel (in number of
target cycles), the buffering provided by the channel, and the bitwidth of the channel.
Figure 2.2 shows how these parameters can be thought of in terms of traditional registers
and FIFOs. The bitwidth is essentially the width of the data path through the channel,
the latency is the minimum number of target cycles it takes for a fragment to cross the
channel, and the buffering is how many fragments can be held in a channel before it is
full.
The parameters of a channel are independent of the unit ports to which it is connected and can be varied without changing any aspects of the unit. If the ports connected to each side of a channel communicate in messages either larger or smaller than
the bitwidth of the channel, the RAMP environment will automatically manage fragmentation and reassembly of message fragments going into and out of the channel. A
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Figure 2.2: Channel model parameters (Courtesy of Greg Gibeling).
minimal channel would have latency, buffering, and bitwidth all equal to one.
Composing a Target System and Implementation
Once a library of units has been defined and their internal functionality implemented, composing a system for emulation is as simple as instantiating the desired units,
connecting the ports via channels, and specifying the channel parameters. However, because one of the goals of RAMP is to provide seamless execution on heterogeneous
platforms, the reality is somewhat more complicated.
For each unit, the designer must specify the unit interface properties once and
then provide an implementation for any of the execution environments that are desired.
For example, an execution environment might be an FPGA with an implementation in
Verilog or VHDL, another execution environment might be on a standard workstation
with an implementation in C or Java. Channels, too, must be implemented in a variety
of contexts and the proper channel implementation must be instantiated. For example,
one channel implementation might be internal to an FPGA implemented in Verilog or
VHDL, while another might be a connection between a two PCs that uses TCP/IP.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of a design mapped to multiple execution platforms.
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Figure 2.3: RAMP target emulated on heterogeneous host platforms (Courtesy of Greg
Gibeling).

2.1.2

RAMP Description Language and Compiler

RDL and its compiler RDLC have several main goals. First, RDL provides a uniform
way to describe unit interfaces, messages, and channels. Second, RDLC automatically
generates “shell code” for units and channels which enforces the RAMP environment
for a variety of execution platforms and gives the unit and channel implementer the
interface into the RAMP environment. Finally, RDL provides a way to compose units
and channels to form higher level systems and map the units and channels to the proper
implementation for a given execution environment [20].
Although RDL is not used in the current implementation of RAMP Blue, it is
mentioned here because most of the gateware created in the RAMP Blue project is
intended to be ported into RDL, and therefore the constraints imposed by RDL and the
RDF model were taken into account when designing RAMP Blue.

2.2 RAMP Blue Design
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RAMP Blue Design
There are several goals and constraints which guided both the design and imple-

mentation of RAMP Blue. The overall goal of RAMP Blue is to create a 1,024 processor
system, implemented on sixteen BEE2 modules, capable of running off-the-shelf message
passing code and scientific benchmarks. A further constraint on the system is that although it will not initially be described using RDL or meet the constraints of the RDF,
the overall system must be capable of being ported to the RDL in the future iterations
which requires that many of the interfaces should roughly approximate the RDF model.

2.2.1

Initial Design Decisions

Early in the design process for RAMP Blue, several key decisions were made to
conform to the systems constraints and to best meet the overall goals. These included
selecting a soft CPU core, selecting I/O interfaces, selecting a basic board-to-board
topology, deciding which FPGAs to use, deciding how to allocate memory, selecting an
operating system, and deciding which implemenation tools to use.
Processor Selection
Given the goal of instantiating 1,024 processors on sixteen BEE2 boards soft-core
processors would either need to be the sole processor or be mixed with the embedded
PowerPC cores. At the start of the project, the only viable option for a soft-core was
the Xilinx MicroBlaze processor [21].
The MicroBlaze processor is a RISC like soft-core processor that is heavily optimized
for implementation in Xilinx FPGAs. The heart of the core is a basic 32-bit DLX-like
ISA, a three stage pipeline, a 32 word register file, and a size configurable Harvard
style, direct mapped L1 cache. The core can be further customized to include a singleprecision floating point unit which shares the existing register file, a hardware multiplier
and divider, and a hardware barrel-shifter.
The MicroBlaze supports several I/O interfaces including the IBM CoreConnect Onchip Peripheral Bus (OPB) interface, the Xilinx Local Memory Bus (LMB) interface,
Xilinx CacheLink (XCL) interface, and Xilinx Fast Simplex Link (FSL) interface. The
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MicroBlaze also has considerable software support available as well. There is a GCC
backend available for MicroBlaze and the uClinux project also has a port of the kernel
for the MicroBlaze [22]. Having the ability to boot and run a version of Linux and
having GCC to build software is essential to meet the goal of running off-the-shelf code
and benchmarks.
Between the embedded PowerPC cores and the MicroBlaze, the only common bus
interface is the OPB. The OPB is a rather heavy weight bus, requiring a fairly large
arbiter and a large shared bus. Ultimately, this limitation ruled out using the PowerPC
hard cores in addition to the MicroBlaze cores. First, the shared bus nature of the OPB
does not fit well with RDL and the RDF target model. Second, the resource intensive
nature of the OPB would likely limit the number of cores that could be fit within each
FPGA. Finally, using only the MicroBlaze required only one cross compiler and one
branch of kernel and application code to be maintained.
I/O Interface Selection
Of the I/O interfaces provided by the MicroBlaze, the FSL interface most closely fits
the requirements of the RDF target model for ports and channels. The FSL is a very
simple, FIFO like interface that provides uni-directional, point-to-point connections.
Figure 2.4 shows the signals in the interface and a more detailed description can be
found in [23].
FSL Write Interface
(Master)

FSL Read Interface
(Slave)

read

write
data

data
[31:0]

[31:0]
control

control
full

exists

Figure 2.4: FSL interface signals.
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Although using point-to-point links like the FSL potentially uses more resources in
the FPGA, specifically the routing resources, it is better suited than bus based interfaces
like the OPB or LMB because it is not shared and makes routing easier1 .
For these reasons, the FSL was chosen as the primary I/O interface for the majority
of peripherals in the RAMP Blue design. The LMB and OPB buses are also required
to support some legacy peripherals. The LMB is required to connect to the boot block
RAM and the OPB is required to connect to the legacy interrupt controller and timer. In
future iterations the OPB could be removed and have the functionality of those devices
replaced by FSL only versions. However, the devices on the OPB are not shared across
cores and are relatively small, so using the OPB does not cause too much of a problem.
FPGA Selection
Although the BEE2 has five FPGAs per module, the control FPGA performs special
functions that aren’t performed by the user FPGAs. The control FPGA is responsible
for booting Linux, boostrapping the user FPGAs, and providing the means for debugging
and observing operation in the user FPGAs. Although the gateware required to perform
these tasks does not use up all the resources of the control FPGA, it was decided early
on to only use the user FPGAs for instantiation of soft-cores during the initial design.
The choice to use only user FPGAs is mainly a pragmatic one due to the amount of
time it takes to implement a large FPGA design. Performing the place and route on an
almost full Virtex-II Pro 70 design can take upwards of three to four hours even on the
fastest machines available. Maintaining two separate bitstreams would greatly increase
the amount of time needed to test changes. However, nothing precludes future versions
of RAMP Blue or other RAMP designs from using the resources of the control FPGA.
Board-to-Board Network Topology Selection
Board to board connections are done via copper CX4 cables which provide a full
duplex 10 Gbps link between two FPGAs. Even with the high bandwidth of the highspeed serial transceivers, the latency of this link is very large when compared to the
1

Of course there is a tradeoff here. The more point-to-point channels, the more routing resources used,
and potentially more strain on the routing. However, the Virtex-II Pro is a very wire rich architecture
so trading more wires for looser coupling is generally a better approach.
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time to cross between FPGAs on board. Crossing the on-board LVCMOS links takes
two or three clock cycles, depending on the bit rate while crossing the high-speed serial
link can take dozens to hundreds of cycles.
To minimize the number of board to board links that need to be crossed to reach
any FPGA in the cluster, an all-to-all mesh topology was selected. This means that
each BEE2 module in the cluster has at least one high-speed serial connection to every
other module in the cluster. With sixteen BEE2 modules, there are more than enough
connections to make a full all-to-all topology (there is one user FPGA port remaining
per board, which would actually allow a maximum of 17 boards). The maximum number
of hops from one soft-core to another is at most four on-board interchip links and at
most one high-speed serial link.
The all-to-all topology is actually a bit of overkill for this system. However, given
the desire to optimize the latency of communication in the cluster, it is the best choice
for a topology. The only downside of this topology is the overall cost since each cable
costs around seventy dollars and a total of 120 cables are required making the cabling
alone cost $8,400.
Memory Allocation
The soft-core processors in RAMP Blue are intended to communicate via message
passing, not through coherent shared memory. Therefore, a simple static partition of
the available physical memory is sufficient. To meet the goal of 1,024 cores on sixteen
BEE2 modules using only the user FPGAs for the processors requires packing in sixteen
cores per FPGA. Each FPGA has four independent memory channels each of which can
take a maximum of 1 GB of memory. A static partition of the memory would allow
clusters of four MicroBlaze cores to share each DIMM with a maximum of 256 MB of
physical memory each.
Having four processors with very small caches sharing a single DIMM is potentially
bad for memory performance. The DRAM operates by first opening a specific row within
the DIMM and then reading or writing specific columns out of the row. If a new access
does not hit in the open row, there is on average an eight cycle (at 200 MHz) penalty
for closing and opening a new row. With four independent cores interleaving access to
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the DIMM, almost every access would probably result in a row miss.
Fortunately, the DIMMs used in the BEE2 have four independent banks which can
be managed by the DDR2 controller. This essentially means that the DIMM is able to
have four rows open at a time, which works out perfectly for sharing with four or fewer
cores. By making sure that the memory spaces are partitioned such that they each land
in a different bank, accesses from one core will have no impact on the bank management
of another core.
Operating System, Compiler, and Application Code Selection
Given the goal of running off-the-shelf message passing applications, the only real
choice for operating system and compiler is the uClinux and GCC ports for MicroBlaze.
uClinux is essentially a fork of the traditional Linux kernel with the purpose of supporting
small microcontrollers that do not have a memory management unit which is a basic
requirement of the standard Linux kernel. The implication of this is that uClinux does
not provide virtual memory or paging, and the kernel and application code live in the
same unprotected memory space.
From the programmers perspective, very little is different between uClinux and
regular Linux. The Posix API is fully supported by uClinux with the exception of the
fork system call. Almost all of the traditional Linux kernel support for device drivers,
networking stack, and file systems is available through the uClinux kernel.
In addition to the kernel modifications, uClinux also provides a large set of application code tailored to embedded environments in which uClinux is traditionally run. This
includes code such as libraries, shells, web servers and other useful applications. All of
the application code is compiled from source and has been tested with a number of cross
compilers. Community efforts have provided a GCC backend for the MicroBlaze and
both the kernel and the majority of the application code builds without modification.
The other key decision for RAMP Blue software is the choice of MPI framework and
scientific benchmark to run on the system. Because uClinux is traditionally intended for
embedded systems, there was no known port of any of the traditional MPI frameworks to
uClinux or the MicroBlaze. After an evaluation of available MPI frameworks, MPICH2
and UPC [24, 25] were selected as potentially viable options. Ultimately the decision
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was made to primarily use UPC because a common implementation is developed at UC
Berkeley and the authors were available for consultation and help on the port. The NAS
Parallel benchmark was also selected as the initial benchmark as it is a very standard
MPI based scientific benchmark [26].
Implementation Tools Selection
Although the ultimate goal is to implement RAMP Blue as fully conforming to the
RDF and specified in RDL, at the time the project was initiated RDL and RDLC were
not mature enough to use to design and implement the system. The specification and
implementation of RAMP Blue is done using Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS) with some
modifications to make the design more flexible.
XPS is the traditional way to create a system-on-chip within a Xilinx FPGA. XPS
is primarily responsible for instantiating cores and buses, connecting them up, assigning
parameters to the cores and then running the Xilinx implementation tool flow. The
functionality of XPS is very similar to portions of the RDLC tool flow, however it is not
as nicely tailored to the requirements of a system such as RAMP Blue.
In order to gain flexibility in the instantiation of units at the top level and to customize the interfaces of certain key units, a technique dubbed “embedded TCL rewriting” is utilized. This technique simply embeds arbitrary TCL code in the tradition static
HDL and XPS code used to implement the system. The “TCLized” code is then preprocessed, running the TCL code, and causing it to write out valid HDL and XPS code.
The traditional XPS tool flow is then run to implement the design. A more detailed
description of the rewriting technique is described in [27]. Using TCL rewriting allowed
an approximation of the flexibility provided by RDL without relying on it for the initial
implementation.
Ideally the initial implementation of RAMP Blue would have been done using RDL
and the RDF. RDL provides all of the flexibility required for exploring architectural
tradeoffs in RAMP Blue. The main shortcoming of XPS versus RDL is that XPS does
not have an easy, programmatic way to specify the base system or generate parametrized
interfaces. This is an absolute must for a system like RAMP Blue which has many
alternative interfaces and a widely varying number of components. For more information
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on the language features of RDL please reference the RAMP architecture report [20].

2.3

RAMP Blue Architecture
The internal architecture of RAMP Blue can best be understood by first looking

at the set of gateware required by each MicroBlaze node in the system. This set can be
further broken down into:
• Memory system interface.
• Console and service network interface.
• Bootstrapping support.
• Debugging interface.
• MicroBlaze to MicroBlaze network interface.
• Floating point unit interface.
• Required peripherals.
Figure 2.5 shows a schematic example of all these elements and how they relate to
the MicroBlaze core.

2.3.1

Memory System Interface

The memory system for RAMP Blue is designed to leverage as much of the existing
BEE2 infrastructure as possible. As Figure 2.6 shows, each physical DIMM is shared by
multiple MicroBlaze cores. Low level access to each DIMM is provided by the existing
DDR2 controller and asynchronous command FIFO block. Unfortunately, the existing
multi-port arbiter is not useful in this context, as the MicroBlaze cores have a very
different memory access interface than the PowerPC cores.
Xilinx CacheLink (XCL) Interface
The MicroBlaze offers three methods for accessing any memory mapped device,
including physical memory. The first two, the OPB and LMB, are both queried whenever
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Figure 2.5: Architecture for single node of RAMP Blue.
the L1 cache is turned off or if the address lies outside of the parametrized physical
memory range. When the cache is turned on and there is a cache miss in the physical
memory range, the core will query the OPB, LMB, and XCL. The XCL is a special
purpose bus dedicated to handling cache line transactions. The signals provided by the
XCL are exactly the same as a normal FSL link, however the behavior of the link is
customized to transfer four word cache lines in critical word first order on reads. For
more information on the behavior of the XCL interface, refer to the datasheet [21].
Using the XCL is the highest performance way to access memory from the MicroBlaze. The only catch with using the XCL is that it is only active when the cache is
enabled. This poses a problem for bootstrapping, since the cache is initially disabled on
boot, and for when the operating system needs to invalidate the cache. Cache invalidation in the MicroBlaze is done by turning the cache off and then issuing a series of special
instructions to write directly to the cache tag array. Solving this issue necessitated the
use of an extra block RAM addressable on the LMB which holds the initial boot code
and the cache invalidation code. This is discussed further in a later section.
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XCL Memory Arbiter
The main piece of gateware designed for the RAMP Blue memory system is the
XCL memory arbiter. This arbiter works very similarly to the prior multi-port memory
arbiter with the addition that it supports the XCL cache line transaction protocol.
Each port in the XCL arbiter connects directly to a MicroBlaze XCL interface. When
a MicroBlaze requests a read or write transaction its port requests the user memory
interface from the arbiter. When the interface is granted the port will issue the read or
write command into the command FIFO along with a tag for its port in the tag FIFO.
If the transaction is a read, when the data comes back from the memory system it will
be steered to the correct port based on the stored tag.
Each port in the XCL memory arbiter addresses a range or memory mutually exclusive from all other ports. Each port on the interface is assigned a base and bound
value via parameters. These base and bound values are used to align the access on each
port to the proper physical range. This way, each MicroBlaze can execute exactly the
same code and the hardware enforces the physical separation.
Finally, the entire arbiter is fully “TCLized” so that any number of ports can be
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automatically generated. This is required due to the way Xilinx Platform Studio parses
interfaces of cores and the desire to not have extra, unused logic for the tools to try and
trim.

2.3.2

Console and Service Network

Each node in the RAMP Blue system needs some way to receive its code, data, and
user input. Since the control FPGA on each BEE2 module already runs Linux and has a
connection to a network via Ethernet, the problem becomes creating a general purpose
control channel from the PowerPC in the control FPGA to the MicroBlaze processors in
the user FPGAs. With that users can login to the control FPGA and interact with cores
in the user FPGAs. The physical layer for the channel can be either the SelectMAP
data bus or the physical LVCMOS interchip traces. RAMP Blue uses the LVCMOS
traces because it allows a higher rate of data transfer.
Control Channel Gateware
Figure 2.7 outlines the various pieces of gateware that comprise the control channel
from control to user FPGA. On the control FPGA a piece of hardware known as the
“OPB FIFO” block provides the link to the PowerPC. This block interfaces directly
to the OPB and provides a configurable number of general purpose pairs of input and
output FIFOs. The memory mapped interface allows the code on the PowerPC to read
the number of full or empty slots in the receive and send FIFOs, receive interrupts
when receive data is available, and read and write the data to and from the FIFOs. In
addition, the user can specify an optional control bit that is associated with each word
of data written to or read from the FIFO. On the other side of the block the FIFOs
export the FSL interface, allowing them to be connected directly to a MicroBlaze, or to
another piece of hardware that can interact with the FIFOs.
The next piece of gateware designed for the control channel is a simple MUX/DeMUX
and arbiter (switch). All of the inputs and outputs of the switch adhere to the FSL interface. When one of the n-ports wants to write to the single output port, the switch
will arbitrate and pass the data through to the output, along with a tag specifying the
input port. When data comes in to the single port, it is paired with a tag specifying
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which of the n output ports to go do. The switch will pass the data to the proper output
based on the tag. This switch is very simple and has no internal buffering. If the single
output port is blocked, the n input ports will block and vice versa.
The final piece of gateware is a simple serializer/deserializer (SerDes) which converts
from n to m bits where n and m are from 1 to 32 bits. The SerDes also conservatively
crosses a link with an unknown delay which allows the physical layer underneath to vary
its timing2 . Due to the conservative nature of the SerDes, it is relatively slow. The
minimal time between any two serialized fragments of data sent between two SerDes
units is equal to the round trip of the link. This is an overly cautious approach, but
one intended to make the link simple to design and debug as it is the main channel for
insight into the user FPGA. However, even with the conservative design, the channel is
still more than fast enough for its intended purpose. For example, with the minimum
serialization width of 1-bit, 100 MHz clock, and ten cycle round trip still yields a link
with throughput of 10 Mbps.
On the user FPGA side of the link, the same SerDes and switch are instantiated.
However, the output of the switch is connected directly to an FSL channel of the MicroBlaze cores instead of the OPB FIFO block. With this channel in place, bi-directional
communication is enabled between the PowerPC running Linux in the control FPGA
and each of the MicroBlaze cores in all four of the user FPGAs. Adding a second bidirectional channel is as easy as simply instantiating a second set of OPB FIFOs on the
control FPGA, a second set of switches and SerDes units, and connecting to a different
FSL port on the MicroBlazes.
The main limitation with this control channel is the lack of buffering at the serialization point which can cause the link to lock up. In order to save resources on the
user FPGAs, all of the buffering is done in the OPB FIFO blocks on the control FPGA.
However, because all of the cores share a common point in the SerDes, if one of the
MicroBlaze cores stops pulling data from its FSL input the switch and SerDes can back
up and block communication to other cores. This limitation can be addressed in several ways. A small amount of buffering could be added on the user FPGA (ie. virtual
channels), the switch can take back pressure across the link to determine when it is
2

For example, it often becomes necessary in implementation to add extra stages of delay to ease
routing of signals with high fan-out from IOBs.
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safe to arbitrate, or some type of credit based scheme could be employed. Alternatively
watchdogs could be set to simply drop data that backs up. This is the simplest solution,
although it changes the nature of the link from being drop free to one that potentially
drops. The initial RAMP Blue system leaves this issue unsolved, opting for the simplest
possible hardware and a fail-stop behavior if one of the MicroBlaze cores crashes.
Control Channel Software
On top of the basic control channel, two different device abstractions are desirable.
First, a serial console model is desirable. The serial console provides a byte oriented
stream, much like a UART, which allows the user on the control FPGA to view boot
log messages and log into each MicroBlaze much in the same way you would log into a
terminal on a normal PC. The second model is of a Ethernet based network interface.
With a Ethernet like channel the MicroBlaze can mount NFS partitions from the control
FPGA, packets can be routed directly to an individual MicroBlaze via iptables on the
control FPGA, and users can login to individual MicroBlazes via SSH or telnet.
Implementing these two models requires flexible drivers on both the PowerPC and
the MicroBlaze. On the PowerPC the driver for the OPB FIFO block is broken into
two parts, a single low-level backend, and a multiple personality front end. The back
end is responsible for managing a circular buffer in the Linux kernel address space
and transferring data to and from the buffer into the hardware FIFOs for transmit
and receive. The multiple personality front end can provide a normal character device
abstraction, a TTY device abstraction, or an Ethernet device abstraction on top of
the backend. The character device and TTY are fairly straight forward, data streams
are simply pushed in or taken out of the buffer. The Ethernet front end provides
packetization of packets by marking the beginning and end of packets in the buffer with
a control bit. Assigning a particular personality to a FIFO allows software to interact
with that channel as such.
On the MicroBlaze the drivers are slightly less generic than on the PowerPC. Interacting with a particular FSL channel in the MicroBlaze is done through specific
instructions which hard code which of the eight possible FSL channels to interact with.
Therefore, the console channel is hard coded to channel zero and has a simple console
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driver associated with it. The Ethernet channel is hard coded to channel two and has a
slight port of the PowerPC OPB FIFO Ethernet driver that interacts directly with the
FSL rather than the internal software circular buffer.

2.3.3

Bootstrapping Support

Bootstrapping each MicroBlaze is an issue intimately tied to the console and service
network. As was already mentioned in the section on memory, the MicroBlaze is unable
to address physical memory located behind the XCL interface whenever the cache is
turned off. At a minimum, the cache is turned off when the MicroBlaze processor
initially starts executing and when the cache needs to be invalidated. This presents a
problem for bootstrapping a MicroBlaze when the FPGA is first configured.
To solve this problem, each MicroBlaze is connected to a single block RAM via the
LMB bus. Normally the minimal number of block RAMs connected to the LMB is four.
This is so that byte writes can be implemented properly. Since the bootstrapping RAM
is only intended to hold code it can be implemented by only a single BRAM. A single
BRAM has 2 KB of storage, or exactly 512 MicroBlaze instructions.
When the FPGA design is implemented, the content of this boot block RAM is
initialized with a very small S-record loader and the code required to invalidate a cache.
When the FPGA is first programmed, each MicroBlaze begins to execute out of its block
RAM, enabling the D-cache and putting itself into a loop waiting for data to come in
over its console channel. The bytes coming in over the console channel are interpretted as
bytes of an S19 binary which are checksummed and loaded into DRAM via the D-cache.
The last instruction of an S19 binary causes the MicroBlaze to jump to the beginning
of the new code.
In this manner an arbitrary binary, or the uClinux kernel, can be loaded by each
MicroBlaze in the system. From the point of view of the user on the control FPGA,
loading a binary is as simple as using the cat command to dump the binary into the
character device for the console channel for each MicroBlaze. Once the binary is sent
across the link, the user can view the boot messages or login to the MicroBlaze by
connecting a terminal program like Minicom to the TTY for the desired channel.
Finally, the other functionality of the boot BRAM is to allow cache invalidation
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to work properly. This is implemented by modifying the uClinux kernel to replace its
cache invalidation code with a jump into the code found in the BRAM.

2.3.4

Debugging Interface

Each Xilinx FPGA has an internally accessable JTAG chain which can be accessed
via the FPGA fabric to perform in-circuit debugging. Two forms of hardware debugging are designed into the RAMP Blue architecture. The first uses the JTAG port in
conjunction with a Xilinx provided block to connect to the MicroBlaze microprocessor
debug module (MDM) interface. The Xilinx block allows the JTAG chain to connect
to up to eight MicroBlaze processors. With the MDM and the Xilinx microprocessor
debugger (XMD) it is possible to connect GDB to an individual MicroBlaze to perform software debugging. The MicroBlaze in conjunction with the MDM allows for a
rich set of software debugging primitives such as hardware breakpoints and hardware
watchpoints.
The other way to debug a design is via the Xilinx Chipscope in-circuit debugging
tool. Unfortunately Chipscope cannot be used in conjunction with the MDM debugger, so a design must be implemented without the MDM debugger to use Chipscope.
Chipscope allows arbitrary signals within the FPGA fabric to be examined and provides
tools to capture a trace of signals based on some capture condition.

2.3.5

MicroBlaze to MicroBlaze Network

The actual passing of messages in the RAMP Blue system is through the MicroBlaze
to MicroBlaze network. The network connects every MicroBlaze in the entire system
to every other MicroBlaze. This means that the network must work within the FPGA
fabric, between FPGAs on a particular board, and between boards over the high-speed
serial links. There are several characteristics that define the architecture of the network.
Network Characteristics
1. Routing: To simplify the design, the entire network is source routed (nonadaptive). Each MicroBlaze builds a routing table based on the static topology of
the network and packets are source routed through each hop in the network.
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2. Topology: The topology is defined by the topology of the on-chip switch within
the FPGA and the board-to-board connections made with XAUI links. The basic
switch element is a full crossbar switch which can be connected in a tree to ease
place and route. The initial RAMP Blue implementation uses a single on-chip
crossbar per FPGA. The XAUI links connect the boards in an all-to-all mesh so
that each board is at most one XAUI hop from every other board.
3. Packet format: Due to the ubiquity and large amount of support for Ethernet
packets within the kernel, the basic packet format was chosen to be Ethernet. A
source routing header is prepended to the Ethernet frame before transmission and
the next hop is stripped from the packet at each hop. Broadcast is not supported
by the network, so ARP tables must be built statically in software (which is not a
problem since static source routes are already needed).
4. Delivery Guarantees: Although drops are expected to be rare in such a controlled environment, the network does not guarantee ordered delivery of packets
and does not perform intermediate checksum checks on each hop. Any ordering
or deliver guarantees must be made end-to-end. Drops are performed within the
network to break deadlock and to tolerate lost fragments.
5. Flow Control: Packets are routed in a virtual cut-through manner. Packets flow
from one buffer to the next in their entirety and will block in a buffer until the
next buffer in the path is available.
These particular choices were made to simplify the design and implementation of
the network as much as possible, and to reduce the amount of resources required for
implementing such a network.
Buffer Deadlock
An important issue in a multi-processor interconnection network is dealing with the
possibility of buffer deadlock. Buffer deadlock occurs when a cyclical path exists among
the buffers. If all the buffers in a the cycle become full no packets can move forward. It
has been shown that the necessary and sufficient condition to prevent buffer deadlock is
to restrict routing such that no cycle is formed [28].
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In order to make the initial system as simple as possible, the packet routing mechanism uses virtual cut-through rather than the more complicated, although generally
higher performance wormhole routing [29]. With virtual cut through a common technique to solve the deadlock problem is to partition the buffers, place a partial ordering
on the buffers and restrict routing such that no routing cycle exists [30]. Another popular method, especially for wormhole routing, is to use virtual channels and routing
restrictions to prevent cycles [31].
The buffer deadlock problem in RAMP Blue was dealt with after the initial implementation of the networking hardware had been implemented. Two alternatives were
assessed. First, deadlock can be detected and broken by using a simple watchdog in
each buffering unit. If the unit is arbitrated to send but the receiving buffer is blocked
for more a selectable amount of time the packet will be dropped by the sending buffer.
To prevent livelock from occurring each buffer timeout can be augmented with a small
LFSR or the buffer can be given a unique ID. This is not currently implemented because
the likelyhood of live lock is small given the pseudorandomness of the processor retransmit time. Second, virtual channels can be added to the implementation. Adding virtual
channels doubles the number of buffers required, and works by providing two buffers for
each path through the switch. If one receiver buffer is blocked the other can still receive
data. Coupling this behavior with restricted routing it is possible to guarantee deadlock
freedom.
The detect and drop method is clearly not an optimal solution but is the simplest
to implement. Virtual channels does not lose performance but is more complicated
and requires more resources. Ultimately the deadlock problem was solved by adding
virtual channels to the network. The modifications double the number of buffer units
and required some retiming in order to meet timing closure but ultimately proved to be
relatively straightforward to implement.
Network Gateware
In an effort to make the network simple and lightweight, it is designed to be composed of two simple elements, the buffer unit and the crossbar switch. Buffer units store
a single packet at each hop in the network and make requests to the switch for the next
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hop. The switch connects n input buffer units to m output buffer units. For each output
buffer unit the switch arbitrates among any of the input buffer units who are simultaneously requesting a particular output with a starvation free round-robin policy. Once an
input has won an arbitration, it holds on to the output until it is done sending, therefore
packets are transmitted in their entirety from one buffer unit to the next. Figure 2.8
displays an overview of how the buffer units and switch are related.
Arbiter
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Buffer Unit
Buffer Unit
Arbiter

Buffer Unit

Arbiter

Buffer Unit
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Figure 2.8: Overview of buffer units and switches.
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Buffer Units
Buffer units utilize a single block RAM to provide buffering for an entire packet at
each hop in the network. Buffer units expose a FSL write interface on their input and
a FSL read interface on their output. The only additional signals that the buffer units
have that a normal FSL block does not is a request vector in its output interface that
encodes the next hop request.
Packets are delineated by the use of two control bits attached to each data word.
One bit marks the beginning of a packet while the other marks the end. A buffer unit
in the idle state will wait until it receives the marker for the beginning of a packet,
otherwise dropping writes that are not marked. The buffer unit will then deserialize the
next hop value from the incoming stream of fragments. The next hop is a 32-bit value,
and it must be deserialized because the buffer unit can be parametrized to take different
input and output data widths. Once the next hop value is known the unit will assert its
request vector with the desired next hop value encoded one-hot in the vector. As soon
as the switch acknowledges the request, the input buffer unit will transmit its packet to
the output buffer as long as the output does not currently contain another packet. If
the input must wait, it will continue to hold the grant to the output port. When the
packet has been fully transferred to the next buffer, the sending buffer will release its
request and ready itself to receive the next packet.
Two watchdogs can cause a packet to be dropped. The first will drop a packet and
return to the idle state if the start fragment is not followed by an end fragment in a
specified period of time. This is to guard against dropped or corrupted control fragments.
The other watchdog will drop the packet if the output buffer does not become available
within a specified period after arbitration is won. This watchdog prevents against buffer
deadlock. Both types of drops are not desirable from a performance point of view, but
they are the simplest methods for dealing with exceptional events which is why they
were selected for the first version of RAMP Blue.
Crossbar Switch
The crossbar switch unit is a fully “TCLized” switch that can support a configurable
number of input and output ports, a configurable data path width, and configurable
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latency between input and output ports. Having the ability to change data path width
and the amount of latency through the switch trades performance for resource utilization,
and is an important knob both for trading performance of the system for making the
system easier to place and route.
Each switch output has a simple round-robin with priority arbiter which provides
a relatively fair, starvation free arbitration of the output port. The switch is also a full
crossbar which means that for a m output switch up to m simultaneous transfers can
occur within the switch.
MicroBlaze Network Interface
The network interface that attaches individual MicroBlaze cores to the network is
simply a FSL channel connected to a pair of buffer units, one transmitting packets and
one receiving. Packets are transmitted from the MicroBlaze by first testing if the buffer
unit is free with a non-blocking FSL write. If the write succeeds, it means the buffer is
available to take an entire packet and the rest is written to the buffer by a series of FSL
writes. When a packet is available for receive the buffer will generate an interrupt and
the MicroBlaze can copy the packet through a series of FSL reads.
This interface, while simple, is essentially programmed I/O and is the lowest performance interface. A future design using a small DMA engine to copy the data directly to
and from DRAM and the buffer unit would likely improve performance. For simplicity
the programmed I/O approach was favored for the initial implementation.
Device Driver and Static Routing
The device driver for the MicroBlaze network interface is almost exactly the same
as the device driver used in the console network link. The driver provides an Ethernet
device abstraction to the operating system and transmits Ethernet packets. The only
difference in the drivers is that the MicroBlaze to MicroBlaze network driver needs to
prepend a source route to the packet before transmission.
The source route is computed a small user program which runs on the MicroBlaze
that takes in parameters of the board to board topology, number of MicroBlaze cores
per FPGA, and a unique identifier for the MicroBlaze (given as the board, FPGA, and
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core number of the current core). The program computes a source route to each other
node in the network and communicates this to the device driver via ioctls. The program
also sets up the ARP cache for each other node, associating an IP and MAC address
for each. This program is run as part of the boot process of each node thereby creating
routing tables at each node. Note that the routes are non-adaptive and are not robust
to a link failure such as a CX4 cable being pulled.
FPGA to FPGA Communication
As Figure 2.9 shows, to communicate between two FPGAs, via either the on-board
LVCMOS links or the high-speed serial links, requires the same buffer unit and switch
as is used everywhere else. For each off FPGA link there is a pair of buffer units that act
as a proxy for that link. When a buffer unit wants to send a packet across a link, rather
than interacting with a switch, it is connected directly to a receiving buffer unit on the
other side of the link. Back pressure from the receiving buffer unit is communicated
back across the link to prevent the sender from transmitting while the receiver is full.
On the receiving side of the link, the buffer unit simply interfaces to the switch for that
FPGA which allows the packet to be routed directly to a MicroBlaze on that FPGA or
across another link.
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Figure 2.9: Example communication using multiple hops through multiple FPGAs.
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Reliability and Drops
To keep the implementation simple and lightweight, very little error checking is
done in the network. Bit errors in the routing headers could result in packets heading to
the wrong end-point, but unlike IP packet networks, the endless loop problem solved by
TTL and header checksuming is not as critical. Packets with corrupted routing headers
will eventually die when the next hop is invalid or it is chomped away to nothing by
next hop deserialization.
Another potential problem in the network is buffer lockups due to a dropped or
corrupted start or end bit. This problem is solved simply by including a small watchdog
into each buffer unit. If a packet overflows the buffer, or if the end bit on a pending
packet does not show up before the watchdog triggers, the packet is simply dropped.
The low bit error rates observed in the lab for inter and intra-FPGA communication
suggest that this should be a relatively rare occurrence.

2.3.6

Floating Point Unit

One of the goals of RAMP Blue is to run off-the-shelf scientific benchmarks and
MPI applications. To meet this goal, the MicroBlaze processors each need to be capable
of computing with floating point numbers. Although the MicroBlaze has the option to
add a single precision floating point unit to each core, single precision is not sufficient
for many scientific applications and benchmarks. In addition, the single precision core
adds roughly 1000 slices to the size of each MicroBlaze core which makes it much harder
to fit more cores within each FPGA. These constraints required the design of a double
precision floating point unit that does not overwhelm the resources of the FPGA.
Integrated versus External Floating Point Unit
The single precision floating point unit that is available with the MicroBlaze is heavily integrated into the core. Special floating point instructions are available and the FPU
makes use of the internal register file for obtaining operands and storing results. Doing
a similar integration with the double precision FPU was rejected early on for a number
of reasons. First, due to the 64-bit width of operands and results for double precision,
it would require quite extensive modifications to the register file, which happens to be
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one of the most heavily optimized and hand placed portions of the MicroBlaze. Second,
adding double precision instructions would require major changes both to the MicroBlaze gateware and to the GCC compiler. Compiler changes are necessary in either case,
but adding new instructions is more involved than reworking the soft-FPU backend. Finally, the size of a double precision FPU is much larger than its single precision counter
part. There are not enough resources available on the FPGA for each MicroBlaze to
have its own tightly integrated FPU.
The FPU designed for RAMP Blue utilizes a FSL channel to communicate operands
to and get results from the FPU. Pushing the FPU to be an external peripheral enables
adding an extra layer of arbitration to share the FPU between multiple MicroBlazes and
it eases the amount of compiler code that needs to be modified.
Rationale for FPU Sharing
Sharing a FPU among several MicroBlaze cores is the only way to fit more than a
handful of cores on the FPGA. The double precision arithmetic on its own takes up over
a minimum of 1,500 slices for the worst latency and worst issue rate available. Such a
high slice count would reduce the number of cores that would fit in the fabric by at least
a factor of two since it is almost twice as large as the MicroBlaze core itself.
The sharing requirement makes sense for more reasons than resource utilization
alone. Given a heavily pipelined floating point unit, as most implementations are, and
a weakly pipelined MicroBlaze with no out-of-order processing, it is easy to see that
giving each MicroBlaze its own FP core will vastly underutilize the FP pipeline. If the
MicroBlaze blocks each time it issues a floating point instruction, it clearly will not take
advantage of heavy pipelining and will incur the maximum latency between instructions.
Floating Point Unit Interface
Due to the complexity of implementing and verifying IEEE 754 compliant double
precision floating point arithmetic, the actual arithmetic core of the FPU uses the Xilinx
Coregen floating point blocks [32]. The FPU instantiates four of the available blocks,
the adder, multiplier, comparator, and divider. Table 2.1 lists the properties of each of
these blocks.
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Non-IEEE 754 Properties
Operation
ADD/SUB
MULT
DIV
CMP
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No denormalized numbers
Only round-to-nearest rounding
Quiet NaN only, no signalling
Max Latency Rate
Slice Count
12
1
692
8
1
540
56
1-55 3,721 (Rate=55), 226 (Rate=1)
1
1
77

Table 2.1: Double precision floating point unit functional unit properties.
The user interface to the floating point core uses standard FSL ports to enable easy
interfacing to MicroBlaze cores. Commands are issued to the FPU in a series of four
32-bit FSL writes from the MicroBlaze. The four writes contain the two operands, and
the control bit in each write encodes which command to execute. Table 2.2 displays the
encoding for each command.
Command
Add
Sub
Multiply
Divide
Unordered compare
Less-than compare
Less-than or equal compare
Greater-than compare
Not-equal compare
Greater-than or equal compare

Binary Encoding
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001

Table 2.2: Command encoding for floating point commands.
When the operation is complete, two FSL reads return the 64-bit result. In the case
of comparisons, the lowest data bits in the first FSL read hold the result of the compare.
Exceptions resulting from the operation are passed back as silent NaN values.
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Floating Point Unit Architecture
To enable sharing of the arithmetic cores, the FPU contains logic reminiscent of
microprocessor reservation stations. The FPU code is fully “TCLized” to create an
arbitrary number of ports to the FPU. In each input port, operands are deserialized into
full 64-bit values and the command is extracted from the control bits. The deserializer
then requests a particular functional unit, and the shared input bus. The input bus is
shared to cut down on the number of wires that would result from doing a crossbar with
such wide operands. Arbitration is granted to an input if the required functional unit
is available and the bus is free. The operands are transferred into the functional unit
along with a tag that specifies which port the result belongs to.
When the result is complete, each functional unit attempts to arbitrate for a common bus to send its result back to the correct port. If the bus is unavailable, each unit
that has a result will freeze its internal pipeline and prevent any further issues into its
pipeline. This back pressure prevents overflowing the functional units. When the bus is
available, the result is latched by a serializer for the desired port which will then serialize
the result back to the MicroBlaze via FSL reads. Figure 2.10 shows an overview of this
basic architecture.
{cmd, op1, op2}
MicroBlaze 1
FSL Write

MULT

DeSer

Bus
Arbiter

MicroBlaze n
FSL Write

DeSer

{result}

ADD
DIV
CMP

Ser

MicroBlaze 1
FSL Read

Ser

MicroBlaze n
FSL Read

Bus
Arbiter

Figure 2.10: Shared double precision floating point unit architecture.

Compiler Integration
In order for software to effectively use the floating point unit, integration of the
FPU into the compiler is necessary. GCC has a mode of operation known as “SoftFPU
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emulation.” In this mode, back end code for floating point arithmetic uses a software
library to emulate the FPU instructions. This is required for architectures that do not
have floating point units, or as a work around for broken or missing modes of FPU
operation.
To integrate the new double precision floating point unit into GCC required very
few modifications to the source. The FPU emulation code is fairly concentrated, so
modifying only one file was enough to include support for the new FPU. Whenever a corresponding FPU operation is required the compiler will emit code to send the operands
to the FPU and then block until the result comes back. The blocking behavior is not
optimal, and does not take advantage of the available pipelining. However, since the
FPU is highly shared, the added software complexity required to manage non-blocking
execution of these commands was deemed unlikely to yield great overall improvement
in system performance.

2.3.7

Required Peripherals

The final elements required by each MicroBlaze core is a small set of peripherals
that are required by uClinux. The first is the timer and the second is the interrupt
controller. Both of these are rather simple peripherals which happen to connect to the
OPB bus. These could be reimplemented in such a way that they do not use the OPB,
but rather the lighter weight LMB or an FSL channel. However, the existing code in
uClinux is written for these specific peripherals, and thus they were left alone since they
do not consume that many resources.

Chapter 3

RAMP Blue Implementation and
Status
The goal of RAMP Blue is to build a 1,024 node MPI cluster on a total of sixteen
BEE2 modules with a target of sixteen MicroBlaze cores per BEE2 user FPGA. The
RAMP Blue project at the time of this report has been able to create a cluster consisting
of eight BEE2 modules and a total MicroBlaze count of 256 cores. With simple scaling
of BEE2 modules, a total of 512 cores is easily possible, but the goal of 1,024 with
only sixteen modules will be difficult to achieve. Once the system is fuly stable it will
be possible to also utilize the control FPGA resources to instantiate cores. Based on
implementation numbers seen in the lab it seems feasible to have up to twelve cores per
FPGA, including the control FPGA, bringing the total up to 960 cores.
The remainder of this chapter will give an overview of current state of the RAMP
Blue implementation, and document the reasons for implementation hurdles and lessons
learned in overcoming some of these hurdles.

3.1

RAMP Blue Implementation Status
As of the writing of this report, RAMP Blue is still in a state of development.

The current development testbed is comprised of eight BEE2 modules each running
designs on their user FPGAs with eight MicroBlaze cores per FPGA. A total of 256
cores have been successfully booted in a cluster and are able to run the NAS Parallel
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Benchmark using UPC. As of the writing of this report the system is now stable enough
to run benchmarks overnight with 256 cores; however, some random boot up problems
still persist and their cause is currently unknown. Because the system is only recently
stable, no in-depth performance numbers are available for the system as a whole. Several
key sub-systems have been benchmarked independently and some cursor system leven
benchmarks have also been performed. As the system is in a state of flux and is a very
unoptimized, initial implementation these numbers can be considered at best a lower
bound on performance.

3.1.1

Floating Point Unit Performance

Early in the development of RAMP Blue the benefit of using a hardware floating
point unit was established by group of students working on the project as part of the
graduate computer architecture class. The group built a non-shared implementation of
the FPU core using the same functional units used in the shared core. The processor
interaction with the core is the same as in the shared FPU core that is in the current
RAMP Blue implementation. The pipeline latency settings were set at the lowest latency
for all units except the divider which was set to latency in the middle of its range and
an equal issue rate. Figure 3.1 shows the benefit of using a hardware floating point unit
over software emulation with the MicroBlaze.
The benchmark used is a standard FFT benchmark which operates on a 256x256
matrix. The benchmark primarily stresses the ADD/SUB, MULT, and DIV functional
units. The FPU tested in this benchmark did not have the floating-point compare
functional unit installed, so future benchmarks would be expected to have slightly better
performance. Performance could be tuned further by changing the latency and rate
parameters of the functional units. Overall, as expected, the benchmark shows a clear
speed-up (9x) of the hardware FPU over software emulation.
The synthetic “Whetstone” benchmark was also run showing between 2.5 to 3.0
MFLOPS FPU performance. Since Whetstone is not a very good benchmark overall, it
is more useful to note the difference in performance when running the software emulated
version versus the hardware accelerated version. In this test it showed a 15x speedup
going from a score of 200 KFLOPS to 3.0 MFLOPS.
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MicroBlaze w/ FPU emulation

Sun 3/260
MicroBlaze w/ HW FPU on FSL
Sun 386/250

Figure 3.1: Performance of hardware floating point unit (Courtesy of Mitch Harwell).
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The most important performance validation that has yet to be performed are tests
with the FPU under a heavy shared load. Particularly, it will be interesting to determine
the utilization of the FPU and whether this validates the expection for sharing. Another
interesting test will be to examine at a fine grain the difference in latency and throughput
for floating point operations given heavy sharing of the FPU. Once the system is more
stable it should be fairly easy to insert test gateware to collect these statistics.

3.1.2

Console Network Performance

Although the performance of the console network is not critical to the overall system
performance, it does have an impact on the time to load the system. The link between
the PowerPC core on the control FPGA and a MicroBlaze on a user FPGA has a
maximum effective bandwidth of 80 Mbps given an 100 MHz link with 8-bit wide data
path and 10 cycle round trip. The actual peak bandwidth measured on the system with
the benchmarking NetPipe shows that the actual effective bandwidth is actually around
58 Mbps. This performance could be improved by using a less conservative SerDes
across the link. With the current link throughput the system is able to boot an entire
256 node cluster with uClinux and NFS root filesystem in under three minutes. Adding
more boards will only slow the boot loading time in as much as it slows the NFS server
since all the BEE2 modules can boot in parallel.

3.1.3

MicroBlaze to MicroBlaze Network Performance

To determine the performance of the MicroBlaze to MicroBlaze network from user
code running in uClinux the Netperf benchmark was used [33]. Netperf tests unidirection
bulk transfer using TCP and UDP and tests round-trip response time using TCP and
UDP. Netperf was run with the following configurations:
1. Between two MicroBlaze cores on the same FPGA (each on different DIMMs).
2. Between two MicroBlaze cores on different FPGAs across a single on-board link
(same board).
3. Between two MicroBlaze cores on different boards across a single XAUI link.
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4. Between two MicroBlaze cores on different boards across two on-board links and
one XAUI link.
5. Between two MicroBlaze cores on different boards across four on-board links and
one XAUI link (worst case for RAMP Blue topology).
6. Between four pairs of cores communicating across same on-board link.
7. Between four pairs of cores communicating across same XAUI link.
The first five configurations are intended to show the affect of the various types of
links on latency and throughput and the last two are to show the affect of contention
across both types of inter-FPGA links. Netperf was run in the following modes for each
configuration:
• TCP STREAM: unidirectional bulk transport using TCP, more processor intensive
and latency sensitive.
• UDP STREAM: unidirectional bulk transport using UDP, least processor intensive
and latency sensitive, approximates current message passing in MPI benchmarks.
• TCP RR: round-trip response using TCP, run with message sizes 1, 64, 128, 256,
512, and 1024 (in bytes).
• UDP RR: round-trip response using UDP, run with message sizes 1, 64, 128, 256,
512, and 1024 (in bytes).
Table 3.1 summarizes the results1 . As the table shows there is almost no significant
variation in peformance for either latency (round-trip response tests) or throughput
(stream tests) in the different link configurations for single communicating pairs. This
suggests that the software processing overhead of transmitting and receiving is so high
that it swamps the effects of the latency in different links. Given that the XAUI link
has an latency two to five times greater than the on-board links, this is an interesting
result and suggests the urgent need for a better network interface (the current one is
basically programmed I/O) and driver.
1

For the RR tests only the values for size 1 and 1024 are shown for compactness
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Configration
1

TCP STREAM
(Mbps)
14.34

2

14.30

3

14.33

4

14.30

5

14.30

6

13.75

7

13.81
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UDP STREAM TCP RR
(Mbps)
(req/s)
19.34
1B:841.40
1024B:395.97
19.34
1B:841.17
1024B:395.45
19.32
1B:838.35
1024B:391.73
19.33
1B:840.10
1024B:394.62
19.29
1B:839.30
1024B:396.93
18.44
1B:796.40
1024B:385.71
18.33
1B:797.30
1024B:387.60

UDP RR
(req/s)
1B:1028.97
1024B:439.10
1B:1026.68
1024B:438.90
1B:1031.00
1024B:435.59
1B:1022.82
1024B:440.60
1B:1022.87
1024B:439.24
1B:982.39
1024B:434.10
1B:980.82
1024B:427.06

Table 3.1: Initial performance results from NAS Parallel Benchmark.
In the round trip time tests it is interesting to see how clearly the size of the packet
affects the round-trip time. The benchmark reports the number of request/response
round-trips it can perform per second. As the payload grows there is a clear decrease in
the number of round-trips per second. For the network hardware packets are transfered
one at a time up to the buffer size of 2 KB. The fact that there is such a disparity in
the number of round-trips per second that can be processed as the payload size goes up
is an indicator that the network interface and driver is probably the limiting factor.
Finally, the configurations that have multiple cores using the same link shows a
slight but insignificant decrease in round-trip request and bulk transfer performance.
This suggests that the hardware is over provisioned for the load that can be generated
in software.

3.2

Testbed Hardware Platform
Thus far in the RAMP Blue implemenation BEE2 modules have been a very scarce

resource, making it nearly impossible to have all sixteen of the desired modules available
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at one time. The BEE2 is a costly board to produce and test, and its production is
contingent on the availability of very expensive Virtex-II Pro parts. To date, around
twenty five BEE2 boards have been produced and almost all have been spoken for long
before they ever made it to BWRC. The RAMP Blue project was able to acquire eight
BEE2 modules for an extended period and these modules make up the testbed for RAMP
Blue.

3.2.1

BEE2 Chassis

RAMP Blue is the first project to use the BEE2 module in a multi-board cluster,
and this necessitated the design of a chassis to house the BEE2. An initial chassis was
created in-house to put a single BEE2 module on-line for RAMP Blue development.
To build the eight board cluster a custom 2U chassis was designed in-house and
produced externally. Figure 3.2 shows the schematic for the chassis. The chassis holds
a custom power supply which can supply up to 80 A at 5 V and holds a series of eleven
fans to sufficiently cool the entire module when under load. These chassis were then
stacked to form the testbed cluster. Figure 3.3 shows the resulting RAMP Blue test
cluster.

3.2.2

Cluster Memory

Due to reasons which are discussed in subsequent sections, only eight MicroBlaze
cores currently fit on each user FPGA. Because of this lower number of cores, and the
sheer cost of supplying a full set of DDR2 DIMMs per module, only two 1 GB DDR2
DIMMs are installed on each user FPGA. Even with half of the DIMMs, the system
still has the same memory bandwidth and memory capacity as the original sixteen core
design. Memory bandwidth and capacity could be increased by adding more DIMMs,
but the cost/performance tradeoff of this is currently unclear.

3.2.3

Cluster Connectivity

Each BEE2 module in the cluster has its 10/100 Ethernet port plugged into a
service network switch. This switch is connected to a server which holds the NFS root
filesystems for both the control FPGA and for the MicroBlaze cores which boot within
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Figure 3.2: Solidworks drawings of real BEE2 chassis (Courtesy of Dan Burke).
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Figure 3.3: RAMP Blue testbed.
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the user FPGAs. Each board has a normal IP address on the network and can be logged
into via SSH. The whole cluster is located behind a NAT firewall and can be accessed
from anywhere on the Internet.
Packets can be routed from the external network into an individual MicroBlaze
core by using iptables on the control FPGA to route packets across a particular console
network link. This means that both the control FPGA and each MicroBlaze running
uClinux is addressable from anywhere on the Internet once you are inside the NAT’d
network.
The MicroBlaze to MicroBlaze network is completed between BEE2 modules by
connecting the CX4 connectors on the boards with copper CX4 cables. For the first
testbed and all-to-all topology between the eight BEE2 modules is connected.

3.2.4

Debugging Support

The biggest drawback of the current RAMP Blue cluster is the lack of debugging
infrastructure. Debugging is currently performed by connecting a normal Xilinx ParallelIV debug cable to the JTAG header on one of the BEE2 modules at a time. The
Parallel-IV then connects to a PC that sits next to the cluster, allowing XMD software
debugging or ChipScope hardware debugging to be done from the PC. If multiple boards
are to be debugged simultaneously, it would require connecting a second Parallel-IV
cable to a second PC. To date there has not been a need to debug multiple modules
simultaneously, but future RAMP designs will need this capability, so better debugging
support is a necessity.

3.3

Per-FPGA Implementation
The design of the RAMP Blue architecture focused on designing the elements re-

quired by a single MicroBlaze core and then creating the cluster by adding multiple cores
per FPGA and finally connecting together multiple boards to complete the cluster. Although most of the design time was focused on a template for an individual MicroBlaze
core, lots of thought was given to allowing for space/performance tradeoffs when attempting to actually implement the multi-core design on each FPGA. The remainder of
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this section discusses the process of implementing a multi-core design in a BEE2 user
FPGA.

3.3.1

Maximum Number of Cores per FPGA

Early on in the design phase for RAMP Blue an essential question was whether
sixteen MicroBlaze cores could actually fit on a BEE2 user FPGA. To answer this
question a simple test was performed to pack as many cores as possible and see if the
design could go all the way through place and route successfully.
There are many factors which impact whether a design will successfully meet timing. For example, changing the desired clock rate generally has the largest impact on
timing closure for a given design. Lower clock rate gives both the placer and router
more flexibility and increases the chance for success. Additionally, providing the placer
some hints by using a tool such as Xilinx PlanAhead can also have a significant impact.
For these experiments the desired clock was locked at 100 MHz, as this is around the
maximum clock rate that the MicroBlaze supports on Virtex-II Pro FPGAs. Additionally, no hand placement was done for these tests. Ultimately, the absolute constraint
on a design is if the FPGA has enough resources for the design after mapping, but in
practice designs which use more than ninety percent of the resource in the FPGA tend
to be difficult to properly place and route without significant external constraints.
The first round of experiments attempted to determine the relative resource utilization of different options of the MicroBlaze core. A baseline MicroBlaze was run through
the toolchain with the following settings:
• 100 MHz Core Clock.
• Single Precision FPU.
• Hardware multiplier, hardware divider, hardware barrel shifter.
• 2 KB I-Cache, 8 KB D-Cache.
• Hardware debugging (MDM port with two hardware breakpoints and two hardware
watchpoints.
• LMB with single boot block RAM.
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• XCL channels connected in loopback.
• Two FSL channels connected in loopback.
The single precision floating point core, while not intended to be used in RAMP
Blue, was left in the base MicroBlaze to approximate several double precision FPUs.
With these settings the MicroBlaze core utilized slightly over 2,000 slices and five block
RAMs. Removing various options had little impact on the slice or block RAM count,
except for the single precision FPU which dropped the slice count to just over 800 slices.
To determine whether sixteen cores were feasible the same single core setup was
replicated sixteen times and then run through the tool flow. The sixteen core design
used up 32,000 of the 33,000 slices and 180 of the 328 block RAMs. While the design
used almost all of the slices, it only used slightly more than half of the available LUTs
and flip-flops. This gives some hope for fitting all of the required infrastructure, however
the tools are generally very bad at using all of the resources once the slices have been
occupied, and are even worse when lots of unrelated blocks are instantiated. While the
tools were able to make timing closure, it took approximately four hours on our fastest
machine for the place and route phase to complete. From prior experience with the
BEE2 self-test suite hardware design, the infrastructure necessary to interact with the
DRAM and XAUI channels requires roughly 12% of the FPGA resources. In addition,
the shared double precision floating point core with sharing takes another 11%.

3.3.2

Number of Cores per FPGA with Full RAMP Blue Infrastructure

When all of the infrastructure for a working RAMP Blue system is added to the
FPGA design, the practical limit of number of cores per FPGA (while still remaining a
power of two) is eight cores2 . A full RAMP Blue design that includes two DDR2 DIMM
channels, two XAUI channels, one cross-bar switch, one shared double precision FPU,
and eight cores utilizes 27,982 slices (84%), 41,185 slices (62%), 25,951 flip-flops (39%)
and 120 block RAMs (36%).
2

The power of two requirement is not necessary, but makes it easier to utilize all of the memory
capacity without hurting performance. A non-power of two number of cores could not share the full
memory space without sharing banks in part of their address space or require adding another DIMM.
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The processors in this configuration had the following options:
• 100 MHz Core Clock.
• Hardware multiplier, hardware divider, hardware barrel shifter.
• 2 KB I-Cache, 8 KB D-Cache.
• LMB with single boot block RAM.
The infrastructure included the following:
• Two DDR2 controllers with asynchronous FIFO blocks and XCL multi-port switch.
• Two XAUI interface blocks.
• Single cross-bar switch with 32-bit data-path.
• Single shared FPU with latency: add=12, mult=8, cmp=3, div=56 (rate=56).
• Single console network to control FPGA.
• Other miscellaneous per MicroBlaze infrastructure (timer, boot BRAM, interrupt
controller).
There are enough resources available for more cores, perhaps even up to ten or
twelve per FPGA. With additional floor planning and hand placing it may be possible
to place up to sixteen. For the first full version of the RAMP Blue system, all testing will
be done with eight cores only as this allows some margin for gateware changes without
breaking timing closure and keeps place and route time relatively low (about two to two
and a half hours).
Additionally, there are more than enough left over block RAMs to allocate more to
caches. The cache size is simply a parameter of the MicroBlaze core and in this system
they have been minimized (the minimum is a single block RAM for I-cache, or 2 KB,
and four for D-cache, or 8 KB)3 . However, even though a lot of block RAM remains
(208 to be exact), they disappear very quick. The caches must grow with a power of
two which means at most you could get 32 KB of D-cache and 16 KB of I-cache leaving
56 left over.
3

The minimum of four for D-cache is because the D-cache allows byte write access and it must use
one block RAM per byte enable. Since the I-cache is read only, it can minimally be a single block RAM
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Techniques for Improving Low-Level Implementation

One of the most effective techniques for improving place and route time, and the
ability to close timing for a particular speed, is to floorplan the layout with the aid of
a tool such as Xilinx PlanAhead. For the first version of RAMP Blue, there was no
reliance on PlanAhead, but some simple techniques for high-level planning were used.

Figure 3.4: Layout of I/O blocks in user FPGA.
Figure 3.4 shows where the various I/O blocks are located around the physical
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FPGA. Based on this information, implementation can be helped along in several ways.
First, the DIMM and XAUI channels used should be far apart. Spreading them out
gives the placer more flexibility to place cores far apart and take pressure off routing
resources. For example, DIMMs one and three and XAUI channels one and four are
usually used. Second, looking at the I/O layout gives insight into which blocks may
need extra stages of delay added to improve timing. For example, the switch feeds into
the LVCMOS channels and XAUI channels which are spread all throughout opposite
sides of the chip. Adding extra delay stages to the LVCMOS links helped a great deal
in getting the design to meet timing.
Figure 3.5 shows the floorplan of an eight core RAMP Blue implementation pushed
through the tools without any floor planning. As the figure shows, some of the cores
get squished in surprising ways. Further floorplanning with a tool like PlanAhead could
improve the place and route time and potentially allow more cores to be added to the
design.

3.3.4

Space/Performace Tradeoffs

During the design of the RAMP Blue infrastructure it was important to consider
places where performance/space tradeoffs could be made. The simplest tradeoff is simply
to limit the number of network or memory channels available to the system. The current
RAMP Blue implementation uses “TCLized” Platform Studio files to easily parametrize
the number of cores, core parameters, number of memory and I/O channels, and other
important parameters making it easy to experiment with this tradeoff.
In addition to changing the number of memory and I/O blocks, several of the gateware blocks have been parametrized to trade resources for performance. The network
switch has parameters which control the number of delay stages within the switch and
the width of the data path through the switch. By reducing the width of the data path,
a significant reduction in the number of wires and MUX elements can be achieved at
the cost of higher latency through the switch. The console/service network also has
parameters to change the width of the data path between the control and user FPGAs.
In addition, all of the functional units in the shared floating point unit have parameters that can vary the number of pipeline stages. Because the double precision floating
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Figure 3.5: Floorplan of RAMP Blue implementation. The circles highlight the eight
MicroBlaze cores. The square on the left highlights the on-chip network switch and the
right square highlights the shared floating point unit.
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point unit has a very wide data path, reducing the number of pipeline stages can have
a significant impact on resource usage.

3.4

Operating System, MPI Software and Benchmark Porting
uClinux is an operating system traditionally used by embedded systems which tend

to be small and relatively low powered. RAMP Blue uses uClinux in a role it was
never intended for, namely running MPI software that is designed to run on large, highperformance computers. Fortunately, uClinux maintains almost all of the functionality
of a traditional Linux kernel which means that with the proper compiler and libraries,
just about anything that would run on a normal Linux system will run on a uClinux
system.

3.4.1

UPC and GASNet

The most complicated part of porting the Unified Parallel C (UPC) framework to
a new platform is making sure the communication layer, GASNet [34], works properly
with both the kernel and the underlying communication hardware. GASNet provides
a messaging abstraction that is layered upon drivers for specific networking hardware
such as Infiniband, Myrinet, and other custom, high-performance networks. GASNet
also provides a module that works on standard UDP sockets which utilizes the existing
Ethernet driver provided by the kernel. For the first version of RAMP Blue the port of
UPC simply uses the UDP module with a few minor tweaks. In the end porting UPC to
uClinux and the MicroBlaze was very simple. The most complicated part of the whole
process was setting up the compiler and build environment.
Future ports of RAMP Blue could gain a great deal of performance by implementing
custom DMA or RDMA network hardware and tying it into GASNet. The higher
performance hardware would free up the processor from dealing with data transfers and
the tigher integration into GASNet would circumvent much of the overhead associated
with the UDP/IP stack.

3.4 Operating System, MPI Software and Benchmark Porting
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NAS Parallel Benchmark

The NAS Parallel Benchmark is a standard benchmark for comparing performance
of message passing systems. All of the benchmark code is platform agnostic, so getting
the benchmark to run was very easy once UPC had been ported to the MicroBlaze and
uClinux.
Due to the memory constraints for each MicroBlaze, only the class S (smallest)
datasets can be run on RAMP Blue. These benchmarks have data sets of 64 MB, the
next largest class uses more than the available 256 MB of RAM. The implementation of
the benchmarks used is based on NPB2 (2.4) [35] which is not optimized to a particular
architecture and designed to work well on processors with hierarchical caches (as opposed
to more traditional vector machines) [36].
The NPB2 implementation consists of eight benchmarks:
• Emarrassingly Parallel (EP)
• Multigrid (MG)
• Conjugate gradient (CG)
• 3D FFT PDE (FT)
• Integer sort (IS)
• LU solver (LU)
• Pentadiagonal solver (SP)
• Block tridiagonal solver (BT)
Of these eight benchmarks, RAMP Blue is currently able to run five (EP, MG, CG,
FT, and IS). The remaining benchmarks either have implementation issues that prevent
them from running on the cluster or currently do not complete. The initial performance
numbers for the running benchmarks are shown in table 3.2. As was stated before, these
numbers should be considered, at best, a lower bound on performance.
It is hard to find a good comparison for these numbers because few machines that
run the NAS benchmarks do not run the class S data sets. A future study should run
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Benchmark
EP
MG
CG
FT
IS

Size
25
32x32x32
1400
64x64x64
65536

Iterations
256
4
15
6
1
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Processors
256
256
256
32
256

Time (s)
27.75
13.22
190.19
12.77
4.39

Mops/s
1.21
0.57
0.35
13.88
0.01

Table 3.2: Initial performance results from NAS Parallel Benchmark.
the same benchmarks with class S data sets and UPC on a cluster of traditional desktop
machines for form a good basis for comparison. Additionally, these numbers do not say
anything about where the bottleneck is in the system, that is open to future study.

3.5

Bugs and Implementation Hurdles
In the course of implementing the first version of the RAMP Blue system, several

noteworthy bugs and implementation hurdles cropped up that deserve some comment.
The bugs are all related to the difficulty of implementing a large scale system on an
FPGA based environment and thus can provide some insight into potential pitfalls for
future development.

3.5.1

MicroBlaze Bugs

Deciding to use the MicroBlaze as the core for the RAMP Blue project introduced
some issues that were very time consuming. During the development of RAMP Blue,
several bugs were found and fixed in both the MicroBlaze gateware and the uClinux and
GCC ports. Much of the effort in tracking down these bugs was hindered by the lack of
good debugging tools for gaining insight into the problem.
Two race conditions were discovered in the MicroBlaze gateware. First, a race
condition could occur with non-blocking FSL “put” instructions which could cause the
put instruction to return success even though the data was not actually written to the
FSL. Second, an interrupt race in the processing of the MSR set and clear instructions
could cause a partial commit of the clear or set leaving the MSR in an undefined state.
Both of these bugs were fixed in subsequent versions of the MicroBlaze but both took a
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fair amount of time to track down and resolve.
In the MicroBlaze toolchain and uClinux kernel two other bugs hindered progress.
The first affected the MicroBlaze kernel. An error in the interrupt return code caused a
misalignment of the stack which would lead to random lockups depending on interrupt
frequency. This was a bug found by the uClinux development community, but it affected
progress on RAMP Blue. The second was a bug in the GCC backend for MicroBlaze.
The bug caused a series of sequential FSL get instructions from FSL channel zero to be
rolled into one instruction. As the FSL get is an I/O instruction with side effects, this
optimization created incorrect behavior.
These bugs illustrate that attempting to run off the shelf code on a processor or
ISA with relatively nascent support can be hindered by bugs that would generally not
be found in a more mature ISA or processor implementation. Future RAMP projects
seeking to run off the shelf code should leverage a more robust compiler and operating
system. If a mature processor implementation is not available, having improved debugging capabilities or a more mature oracle would help a lot in verifying operation and
fixing bugs.

3.5.2

Errors Occurring on Varying FPGAs

One of the most time consuming hurdle encountered during the development of
RAMP Blue was a bug in the memory system that only manifested itself on certain
FPGAs at certain times. The bug manifest itself as a MicroBlaze crash after the core
had been running for some time or during boot up. The bug did not begin to show
during the initial implementation and testing of individual RAMP Blue gateware, as
these elements were tested in designs with one or two MicroBlaze cores to speed up
implementation time. Only when the design was scaled to eight cores, which required
the resources of most of the chip, did the problems arise. In addition, some boards never
exhibited any of the errors, even with exactly the same code and gateware, and some
boards only showed errors on certain FPGAs.
Eventually, two seperate bugs were found that contributed to this problem; however,
boot failures still occur on specific FPGAs from time to time, but much less frequently
after addressing these two bugs. First, a set of nets in the low-level DDR2 controller were
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found to be not properly constrained. Examination of other common designs showed
that these nets would be routed properly by the tools in most cases, but when in a very
large design, such as the eight core RAMP Blue design, some nets would end up with a
delay slightly outside of the desired constraint.
Second, noise on the FPGA core voltage is suspected to cause clock jitter which
bumps the system just outside of timing margins guarenteed by the implementation
tools. The digital clock managers (DCMs) on the Virtex-II Pro have very bad power
supply noise immunity and this can result in increased clock jitter. When the IOs start
to switch it can induce noise in the 1.5 V power plane which can affect the DCMs.
The DDR2 memory system’s timing margin is extremely low because the DDR2 traces
are not properly terminated, and it is speculated that this extra clock jitter can cause
increased errors in DDR2 memory with large designs.
Conclusive tests have not yet been performed to validate this hypothosis, however
other tests of the voltage planes have ruled out excessive IR drops or overwhelming the
DC/DC converters. In lab it has been noticed that slightly raising the core voltage from
1.5 V to 1.55 V reduces the frequency of errors, but this is most likely attributable to
an increased timing margin, similar to what you would get by cooling the chip.

Conclusion
The goal of RAMP Blue was to create a 1,024 node message passing cluster implemented on the BEE2 platform and capable of running off-the-shelf message passing
applications and scientific benchmarks. The current RAMP Blue implementation is very
close to meeting most of the project goals. RAMP Blue is currently able to boot uClinux
on 256 independent MicroBlaze processor nodes on an eight board BEE2 cluster. All of
the cores are able to run the majority of the NAS Parallel Benchmark in cooperation
and compute accurate double-precision floating point values with gateware acceleration.
Implementing the system has shown that it is unlikely that the original target of 1,024
nodes is realistic on a sixteen BEE2 cluster. Without any optimizations the current
system will easily scale to 512 nodes on sixteen boards. Based on current experience
it seems that at least ten to twelve cores per chip is possible, perhaps even more with
further size optimization of the gateware and good floorplanning. Once a very stable
design is achieved, use of the control FPGA could add additional cores to the system.
Using all five FPGAs with twelve cores apiece, a sixteen board cluster could realistically
achieve 960 cores.
Although the initial goal of RAMP Blue has yet to be achieved, the RAMP Blue
project has been very useful in pushing ahead with RAMP development and provided
some interesting lessons that can be of use to future RAMP implementations. Some of
these lessons include:
• Sharing resources is important. Analysis of the performance and resource usage
of the floating point unit showed that sharing a single floating point was essential. Other resources such as memory and interchip links were also shared out of
necessity. Implementations of RAMP units on platforms like the BEE2 will likely
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benefit from sharing.
• Debugging infrastructure should be a first class primitive. Attempting to debug
a large and complicated system like RAMP Blue with existing debugging primitives proved to be very cumbersome. RAMP should make debugging a first class
primitive.
• FPGAs have more potential for error than functional simulators can highlight.
Anyone who has worked with FPGAs knows that a design that passes tests in
simulation can still have problems when implemented. Experience with RAMP
Blue on the BEE2 has proved this point very clearly as variation between boards
and FPGAs themselves exposed bugs.
• Built-in error checking and tests are essential in the runtime system. The test suite
is good for testing the board is physically good, but variation in FPGA designs
can expose bugs that occur only in certain bitstreams and only on certain boards.
Having error checking and insight in every design is essential or it is impossible to
trust your results or even that a design will run from platform to platform.
• Design infrastructure for simplicity and easy implementation. The design, compile, debug cycle for FPGAs is extremeley large. An implementation can take
hours to compile and debugging can be very tedious. Gateware should be reusable
and general purpose, and rather than expending effort to optimize performance
the designers should optimize for easy place and routing and big timing margins.
Nothing is worse than adding gateware to design and having it blow your timing
closure.
A further list of notes, errata, and other hints that came about during the development of the BEE2 infrastructure and RAMP Blue can be found in the appendix.
The message to take away from these lessons is that designing for FPGA based
systems presents a very unique set of challenges that may be unfamiliar to those who
do not have experience with FPGA based design. RAMP must do a very careful job of
shielding its users from the fact that a system is running on an FPGA. Careful thought
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must be given not only to the functional design of RAMP infrastructure, but how to
implement it such that it will behave reliably and repeatably.

Future Work
Due to the nature of RAMP Blue as a demonstration system, there are many opportunities for improving RAMP Blue itself or building upon it for future systems. Suggestions for future work break down into roughly three groups, bug fixes and performance
enhancementsfor the current system, and interesting uses for future systems.
Performance Enhancements and Bug Fixes
• Determine why certain tests in NAS PB do not complete and will not run.
• FPU functional unit parameters should be tweaked once maximum number of cores
have been added. Experimentation of performance breakpoint between more cores
versus better FPU parameters.
• Network interface hardware should use DMA or RDMA and be tied in directly to
GASNet.
• Less conservative console network SerDes would increase load time performance.
• MicroBlaze cache parameters should be tweaked once maximum number of cores
have been added.
• Attempt to use PlanAhead to floorplan design to find maximum number of cores
which can be instantiated.
• Full bottleneck analysis before next phase of optimization. Look at actual fine
grained utilization numbers for shared FPU, memory switch, and network switch.
Infrastructure to visualize and log network activity in on-chip network would be
very useful.
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Future Developments
• Experiment with worm hole routing with virtual channels as opposed to virtual cut
through. Or build infrastructure to instantiate a whole class of different network
alternatives and implement random drops and other statistical traffic shaping.
• Port entire system into RDL and implement various units in RDL.
• Interesting opportunity to implement hardware level paging at asynchronous command FIFO interface (ala VMware ESX paging). This could allow automatic
sharing of all the memory resources rather than static partitioning and sharing
common pages could save lots of DRAM in SIMD applications like RAMP Blue.
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Appendix A

Diagrams and Notes
A.1

DDR2 Controller Interface Timing Diagrams

ready

1
2
read
address

Address

data_valid

3

output_data

Data 1

Data 2

1: Read transaction is accepted when read and ready are asserted. ready will
go low for at least one cycle (and possibly more) after accepting the read.
2: The data_valid signal may be asserted directly after the read is asserted or
may come some variable amount of time later.
3: Data will be valid on the same cycle that data_valid is asserted. The
data_valid signal will be asserted twice, not necessarily back-to-back.

Figure A.1: Timing diagram for read transactions on DDR2 controller interface.
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ready
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write
address

Address

get_data
input_data

byte_enable

3

Data 1
BE 1

Data 2
BE 2

1: Write transaction is accepted when write and ready are asserted. ready will
go low for at least one cycle (and possibly more) after accepting the write.
2: The get_data signal may be asserted directly after the read is asserted or
may come some variable amount of time later.
3: Data and byte enables must be valid one cycle after get_data is asserted.
The get_data signal will be asserted twice, not necessarily back-to-back.

Figure A.2: Timing diagram for write transactions on DDR2 controller interface.
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BEE2 Hardware/Gateware/Software Errata and Notes

This section collects a number of errata, notes, and sundry issues with BEE2 hardware, gateware, and software.

A.2.1

PCB and BEE2 Modules

• Resistors for Ethernet PHY have tendency to become bridged which can generate
errors that are very subtle. Check these for bridges when bringing up board.
• The DIMM pins have had a tendency to become bridged on the bottom of the
board and result in stuck bits, if memory tester gives lots of errors, check this
first.
• The Ethernet BGA has a tendency to have bad solder connections which can lead
to errors, lifting and replacing BGA often fixes issue.
• The CX4 pads have a tendency to bridge and the connectors are very fragile and
can become shorn off easily while shipping, protect these very well when moving
around.
• Some headers have been installed that were too short and therefore don’t solder
properly, this is a major issue for voltage selection headers, these should always
be checked on new boards.
• The CX4 connector housings sometimes short to a 3.3V via underneath which can
put a voltage on the connector. Check these and fix by inserting insulator under
housing.
• The MGT oscillators have a tendency to have their pins bridged, if MGT test fails,
check for bridging.
• Large designs may drop core 1.5V a bit, if this is the case boosting core voltage
may help meet timing.
• There is no chassis ground for the connectors on the BEE2 so watch out for ground
loops.
• The user clock buffer does not work properly, to use the user clock requires an
external buffer hack.
• The JTAG chain has poor signal integrity. Coupling the user and control chains
does not work and sometimes the seperate chains have problems. If FPGA won’t
program with JTAG have the programmer run more slowly to fix problem. For
SystemACE boot this was solved by putting 16 MHz crystal to slow down programming (from 32 MHz).
• Try not to insert and remove DIMMs too frequently. It can bend the board and
wear down the contacts on the DIMM leading to problems.
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DDR2 Memory System

• DDR2 traces are unterminated from FPGA to DIMM.
• Only two of the three bank address pins are wired so limit is DIMMs what support
four banks (most DIMMs > 1 GB have eight banks, so 1 GB is current practical
limit).
• Only Micron DIMMs have been tested and guarenteed to work with BEE2, use
DIMMs suggested on BEE2 wiki.
• Registered and non-ECC DIMMs will work with BEE2 but require gateware
changes of current controller (registered requires change to counters and ECC
requires ignoring when ECC bank does not respond).
• DIMMs smaller than 1 GB should work fine with no modifications but have not
been tested.
• No DIMM detection is implemented, but the signals are wired to do so (using
2-wire).
• ECC is not implemented in controller but could be with some significant gateware
changes.
• Bank management can have negative impact on ability to place and route, if you
are having trouble meeting timing, try disabling bank management.
• Low-level controller requires one second of start-up time currently. Why this is
required is still a mystery, but be aware that this happens. From user perspective,
the low-level controller will keep ready deasserted until initialization is complete.
• Since no ECC is implemented bit-flips are almost an inevitablity, user must be
responsible for detecting and correcting errors.

A.2.3

High-speed Serial System

• Copper cables >= 5 meters do not work in high-speed (10 Gbps) mode.
• There are two different clocks (high and low) and each side of each FPGA has a
pair of the clocks. Use the XAUI infrastructure block to avoid hooking up clocks
incorrectly.
• When using short cables with the iBOB you need to select a different swing and
pre-emphasis. The XAUI block for the iBOB has a parameter to select.
• Some 10 GbE switches do not properly power fiber optic modules, make sure to
check that your switch does before planning on using fiber.
• Do not bend the copper cables, once they get a kink they will be useless.
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On-board Communication System

• The “T” bus connecting all the user FPGAs has never been tested and should not
be considered for use until it has been tested.
• The static capture block does not work at all desired frequencies and DDR configurations. Valid configurations that have been tested are 100 MHz SDR, 100 MHz
DDR, and 200 MHz SDR. Prefer SDR to DDR configurations because you have a
better chance of clocking in the center of the eye.

A.2.5

Test Suite

• Control FPGA must have all four DIMMs installed to perform tests. If you see
triangles on the serial console or DVI it probably means you forgot to insert all the
DIMMs (this happens because unterminated switching on the DDR2 pins induces
noise in the serial lines).
• Make sure all user FPGAs are configured before running tests or the tester will
report lots of errors.
• Follow the wiki guidelines for creating a new CompactFlash card for the test suite
or the user FPGAs may not program correctly.
• The peripheral tests in the test suite don’t test much, so board bringup should
include more exhaustive tests of Ethernet and SystemACE/CF from within Linux.

A.2.6

Design Notes

• Virtex II-Pro DCMs have very bad power supply noise rejection, be aware that
noise can eat into timing margin.
• Virtex II-Pro DCMs have a numer of silicon bugs that prevent them from operating
correctly in certain modes. Consult user guide and keep an eye out for DCM related
warnings from design tools (most errata for DCMs will result in proper warnings).
DCM bugs can have strange manifestations, so always check DCM issues first.
• Always check all of your warnings from the implementation tools, many bugs will
show up there that do not show up in simulation.
• Use timing analyzer to check for inter-module errors and warnings. Unfortunate
experience has shown that bugs (like combinational loops) between cores are not
noted by warnings in implementation tools but do show up in timing analyzer. It
is good to always run this and check for warnings.
• Be on the look out for clock related implementation issues. If your timing score
suddenly explodes it can often be because you ran out of clock nets (V2P only
has 8 clock networks and they don’t all cover the whole chip). Another common
issue is the tools routing the clock through a LUT buffer which takes it off the
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fast clock network and is very bad. Always check clock errors if you are having
implementation trouble.
• Don’t forget to wire the user clock enable to a value, see reference designs for how
to do this.
• Don’t count on packing to use all the LUTs or FFs in the FPGA. Related packing
works fine, but unrelated packing almost never works.
• Do “high level” floorplanning by knowing where I/O pins are physically on chip
and be aware that logic that connects to I/O generally gets pulled toward the
edges, add latency at these points to meet timing closure.
• Be aware of IOB FF clock limitations. Pairs of IOB FFs must share the same
clock, so in certain cases the tools will complain if it trys to use an IOB FF with
two different clocks (the GPIOs and interchip LVCMOS IOBs share with other
IOBs which would use different clocks). The solution is to not allow the tools to
push the FF to the IOB for those pairs.
• Make sure interrupts are properly hooked up to all blocks which need them. This
has wasted lots of time in the past.
• PLB and OPB attachments need to have their clock and reset explictly connected.
Sometimes they can be inferred from the bus and sometimes not, so always explicitly connect them.
• Always double check DCM connections and reset polarity, DCM problems can
waste lots of time.
• If you synthesize a design with Synplify Pro and use it as a black box always check
“Disable I/O Insertion” and be aware that if your clock has a fan out of more than
1000 it may try to insert a LUT buffer, you need to increase the fan out parameter
in that case.
• Always check “Pulse PROG” when configuring with iMPACT and JTAG. If JTAG
configuration fails check that the user and control chains are not bridged and try
slowing down the programming speed in iMPACT.
• When programming a Virtex-II Pro switching I/O pins can mess up configuration.
Make sure your designs do not allow LVCMOS IOBs to switch while programming
user FPGAs.

